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Abstract

The silicon revolution in 1970s and 1980s made technology accessible to every-
one in the form of personal computers. It also propelled the information revolution
that connected the world with rapid advances in internet and wireless communica-
tion, also known today as the internet of things (IoT). A natural progression in this
course was the miniaturization of devices aiming for high speed and low power con-
sumption in all designs. In 1965, Gordon Moore, the co-founder of Intel, said that
the number of transistors would double every 18 months, an observation referred
to as the “Moore’s law”. The fabrication and miniaturization in silicon devices has
reached the spatial limits calling out for paradigm shifts in designing new technolo-
gies. One such candidate on this frontier has been organic molecules. Using them
for designing electronic devices, a pathbreaking idea first proposed by Aviram and
Ratner in 1974, sowed the seeds of ‘molecular electronics’. Since then there have
been efforts worldwide to harness the electronic properties of molecules towards this
goal.
The advantage of using molecules is their stability, small size, and extensive struc-
tural and electronic tunability for desired functionalities. Self-assembled molecules
(SAM) supported by a substrate are an excellent platform to explore device func-
tionalities in molecules. However, before converging upon a realistic application,
fundamental questions like how do single molecules behave? how do their energy
levels align with the substrate, what happens at the interface, how do molecules self-
assemble? how does electron transport occur between the molecules and substrate?
and so on need, to be addressed. This thesis has attempted to answer some of these
questions using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Scanning Tunneling
Spectroscopy (STS) at Low Temperature (LT) of 77 K and in Ultra High Vacuum
(UHV). The spatial high resolution of STM gives a direct, real space information of
the molecules, and the high energy resolution of STS offers a direct probe for their
local electronic properties – for their measurement and for their manipulation at the
molecular scale.
Metal Phthalocyanine (MPc) molecules have been explored here over noble metal
and topological insulator substrates. MPcs are planar π-conjugated systems capable
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of self-assembly and can act as versatile, robust, and tunable templates for surface
functionalization. Their vast tunability engineered by substituting the central metal
ion and the functional groups at the periphery makes them model systems to study
the evolution of self-assembly, growth of self-assembled layers, and interface prop-
erties over a variety of surfaces.
In the first part of this thesis, adsorption characteristics of copper phthalocyanine
(CuPc) and copperoctacyano phthalocyanine (CuPc(CN)8) have been investigated on
Au(111) using low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. At very low coverage, the adsorption of CuPc
and CuPc(CN)8 leads to the formation of one-dimensional chains along the mono
atomic (MA) step edge. At higher coverage, both CuPc and CuPc(CN)8, guided
by tetramer unit cell formation self-assemble on flat terraces and cross over the step
edge of Au(111). CuPc adsorption along the MA step edge shows only one geometric
configuration, whereas two different geometric configurations occur for CuPc(CN)8.
The spectroscopic signature of these two configurations, probed using STS, mani-
fests in a shift of the peak position of the highest occupied molecular orbital(HOMO)
for the CuPc(CN)8 molecule at the MA step edge with respect to the molecule over
the flat terrace of Au(111). STM imaging on a flat terrace reveals a tetramer unit
cell to be the hallmark of each assembly. The periodicity of herringbone recon-
struction of Au(111) is unchanged upon CuPc(CN)8 adsorption, whereas for CuPc
adsorption this periodicity changes. STM imaging shows adsorption-induced organi-
zational chirality for both assemblies. STS measurements show an increment in the
highest occupied–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO–LUMO) gap from
CuPc to CuPc(CN)8. For CuPc(CN)8 at LUMO energy, the individual molecule ex-
hibits an orbital-energy-dependent chirality on top of the existing organizational chi-
rality. It remains achiral at HOMO energy and within the HOMO–LUMO gap. No
such peculiarity is seen in the CuPc assembly. This energy-selective chiral picture
of CuPc(CN)8 is ascribed to the cyano groups that participate in antiparallel dipolar
coupling, thereby enhancing intermolecular interaction in the CuPc(CN)8 assembly.
The density of state calculations for different molecular orbitals and the STM images
simulated with DFT calculations for specific configurations agree with the experi-
mental results. These findings advance our understanding of the role played by the
pendant groups of the Pc molecules in step-edge and flat terrace and demonstrate
that pendant group substitution is an effective strategy for tweaking intermolecular
interactions and for surface functionalization.
In the second part of this thesis, different MPcs (M=Fe,Co,Cu) were investigated
on Bi2Se3, a topological insulator(TI) substrate, to explore the molecule-TI interface
properties using STM and STS. TIs are a new class of materials, insulating in the bulk
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but conducting on the surface. The TI surface states exhibit Dirac cone-like disper-
sion that is protected by time-reversal symmetry due to the strong spin-orbit coupling
in these materials. Bare Bi2Se3 substrate was well characterized by STM and STS.
The MPcs were chosen based on the aim of each investigation and vapor-deposited
on Bi2Se3. Each MPc resulted in a distinctive finding. For FePc no self-assembled
layers were seen on the Bi2Se3 substrate. The molecules exhibited two distinct site-
specific configurations. In STS measurements there was no shift of the Dirac point
either, indicating a weak molecule-substrate interaction. For CuPc no self-assembly
could form at a lower coverage. However STS data revealed a change in the Dirac
point indicating a charge transfer from CuPc molecule to Bi2Se3 substrate. In case
of F16CoPc the self-assembly was characterized by nanometer sized rotational do-
mains in a complete monolayer coverage. The highlight of F16CoPc investigation
was the STS measurement unveiling a robust signature of negative differential re-
sistance (NDR). F16CoPc deposited on the noble metal Ag(111) substrate showed
no spectroscopic signature of NDR, thereby making F16CoPc/Bi2Se3 interface to be
an emergent molecule-TI hybrid interface property. Thus, depending on the central
metal ion, the self-assembly, and the local electronic properties at the molecule-TI
interface, interface properties take shape and open up avenues for molecular engi-
neering.
To summarize, this thesis has examined some MPcs on different substrates using
STM and STS at UHV and LT focusing in detail on their topography, spectroscopy,
and local electronic behavior at a single molecule level. The new findings have led
to a better molecular scale picture of the influence of pendant groups and of dif-
ferent metals on the adsorption, self-assembly, and electronic properties along with
emergent properties specific to molecule-TI hybrid interfaces, thus furthering a mi-
croscopic understanding of systems that is indispensable for technological advances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The era of silicon-based semiconductor technology started with the invention of the
transistor in 1947[1]. Seventy years later we are now surrounded by electronic de-
vices made by using a transistor as a fundamental building block,and we rely on
them in our everyday lives. The concept of integrated circuits(ICs) was developed
after a decade of the invention of the transistor by integrating more than one tran-
sistor on a silicon chip and was experimentally implemented in the instrument by
Jack Kilby in 1958[2]. That was the time when the downscaling of electronic de-
vice components started. One year later Richard Feynman introduced the concept of
“miniaturization” in the field of science and technology in his famous talk “There is
plenty of room at the bottom”[3]. In this talk, he also mentioned the idea of “manip-
ulating and controlling things on a smaller scale.” The performance of silicon-based
devices has improved rapidly by miniaturizing the device components in the last few
decades. Intel co-founder Gordon Moore in 1965 predicted that the number of tran-
sistors would double every 18 months to improve the device performance, which is
known as Moore’s law [4]. Precise nanostructuring below 100 nm was successfully
achieved using e-beam lithography[5], hard X-ray lithography (∼70nm) [6] and ex-
treme ultra-violet( 70-30 nm) [7] to make devices from bulk materials via top down
fabrication [6, 8].But fabrication of nanostructures in this method is limited by the
wavelength of the incident beam used for making a pattern [6]. The situation is more
problematic in the gate region of a field effect transistor (FET) in the current inte-
grated circuit, the gate remains insulated from the current channel but the oxide layer
is of thickness 3 nm. The minimum thickness of an oxide layer should be more than
1.2 nm to remain as an insulator otherwise quantum mechanical tunneling will lead
to the leakage current [9]. Thus the fabrication and miniaturization of silicon devices
have reached the size limits due to the limitation of the lithography technique. The
other reason is that at dimensions lower than 10 nm the physics is dominated by
quantum effects which can interfere with the desired functioning of the devices. So
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the big question is “what are the alternatives for further miniaturization or to replace
the silicon-based electronics?”

Recent developments in materials science and engineering have introduced new
avenues for future electronics. The enormous research is going on in the following
fields either for replacing the silicon-based technology with further improved pro-
cessing speed or by finding alternative smaller devices which can be scaled down
further.

1. 2D electronics: This field got a major boost after the successful isolation of
two dimensional (2D) single atomic thick sheet “graphene” from the bulk graphite in
2004 [10] by Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov. Later they were awarded Nobel
Prize in 2010 for their “groundbreaking experiment”. 2D graphene has emerged as
the most promising material to replace silicon due to its intrinsic properties like very
high electrical and thermal conductivity, mechanical tensile strength, and very high
flexibility [11]. Graphene has started the 2D revolution and immediately after that
the discovery of silicene, stanene, phosphorene,and transition metal dichalcogenides
has attracted a lot of attention for possible technological applications [12, 13].

2. Organic electronics: Organic materials commonly known are insulating in
nature due to their large band gap. In 1977, Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid,
and Hideki Shirakawa proved that polyacetylene a pure carbon-based organic ma-
terial can conduct electricity [14] and they were awarded Nobel prize in 2000 [15].
The first electroluminescence in an organic semiconductor was observed in 1987
[16]. Since then the device fabrication of organic light emitting diode (OLED) [17],
organic field effect transistor (OFET) [18] and organic printable solar cells with good
enough performance started to be commercialized in new and exciting applications
[19]. There are certain advantages of using organic semiconductors over conven-
tional silicon. Organic semiconductors can be soluble and turned into ink which
makes printing of electronic circuits possible. Low material production costs, flex-
ibility, ease of synthesis and biocompatibility make organic electronics a desirable
choice for certain applications. It is expected that organic electronics market will
grow rapidly in coming years.

3. Spintronics: Spintronics is one emerging field which uses the electron’s spin
as the fundamental unit, and has a great impact in enhancing the efficiency of elec-
tronic devices and for upgrading them with additional functionalities [20]. It has
emerged in the last two decades with the aim of studying the fundamental aspects of
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spin degrees of freedom and offers great diversity of functionalities in device applica-
tions [21]. The two orientations up and down of electron’s spin provide an additional
two binary states similar to the high and low value of the conventional system. In
1988 Albert Fert and Peter Grunberg independently discovered the giant magnetore-
sistance(GMR) effect,and they were awarded Nobel prize in 2007 [22, 23]. Utilizing
this effect the spintronic technology has already developed the information storage
devices in the form of hard drive, spin injected field effect transistor [24], and spin
torque oscillators[25]. Though this technology is at the early stage of development,
it is expected that spin transport electronic devices will be smaller, more versatile,
and more robust compared to their silicon counterparts.

4. Molecular electronics: One of the ultimate device miniaturization is expected
to be a device made from a single molecule or a device made from an assembly
of a few molecules at nanoscale dimension. The branch of nanotechnology which
uses a single molecule or a molecular nanostructure to make devices is known as
“Molecular Electronics” [26]. Molecular electronics and organic electronics have
some common aspects like both use a molecule as a fundamental building block.
To clarify, organic electronics refers to bulk applications and its collective response,
while molecular-scale electronics refers to nanoscale, single-molecule applications.
From the basic science point of view, molecular electronics renders the possibility of
investigating the carrier transport properties at the smallest imaginable scale (single
molecule) where the physics is mostly dominated by the quantum effects.

There are certain potential advantages of molecular electronics over the others.
First, the small features and dimensions, and the variety of electrical and optical prop-
erties of the molecule may enable faster device performance, high integration density,
and less heat dissipation. Second, molecules possess the unique potential to self-
assemble spontaneously and form thermodynamically stable well-defined nanoscale
structures via non-covalent interaction which may reduce the production cost. Third,
extreme stability and broad tunability of chemical and physical properties via simple
chemical synthesis and diversity of chemical structure may lead to the emergence of
diverse functionalities which are not accessible using traditional materials. Fourth,
the device fabrication with desired size and atomic precision can be done by using
a bottom-up approach rather than a cost-effective top-down technique. Electronic
devices based on a single molecule or a nanostructure of molecules has the poten-
tial to meet the challenge of ultimate downscaling. Moreover, the spin-dependent
effects seen in single molecular magnet [27], giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [28],
the molecular spin-photovoltaic device [29] can also be realized in metal-organic
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molecules for molecular spintronics [30]. Hence, to extend Moore’s law beyond the
predicted limits, these inherent attributes of molecules described above can be ex-
ploited to mould the molecules as fundamental building blocks of the field of molec-
ular electronics as promising candidates for alternative electronics.

Molecular electronics as we understand it today was started at the beginning of
1970s when Kuhn and Bernhard studied the conductivity of cadmium salt fatty acid
monolayer [31]. The monolayer was prepared using the Langmuir-Blodgett(LB)
technique, and they sandwiched it between two metal electrodes for conductivity
measurement. The idea of using a molecule as an electric circuit element was started
from this type of experimental results which can be considered as the birth of molec-
ular electronics. The idea of molecular electronics was boosted after Aviram and
Ratner published their scheme of constructing “Molecular rectifier” [32] by consider-
ing σ-bridge donor-acceptor molecules. In their theoretical analogy, they considered
charge-transfer salt by combining the electron-rich tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) molecule
and electron-poor tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) molecule and the first molec-
ular diode was predicted. The monolayer of hexadecyl quinolinium tricyano quin-
odimethanide was the first experimental system detected as a molecular rectifier in
1990, using as the active molecular monolayer between Mg and Pt electrodes [33]
and even between Al electrodes on both sides [34].
The field of molecular electronics went through a rapid growth after the invention
of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) in 1983 by Binnig and Rohrer from
IBM lab [35]. It was quickly realized that STM can be used to not only visualize a
single molecule on the surface but also to measure the electrical conduction through
the molecule. Moreover, it can also be used to study the discrete energy levels of
a single molecule and the interface properties when molecules are in contact with
a substrate. Joachim, Gimzewski,and coworkers performed the first STM measure-
ment on a single molecule in 1995 [36]. They successfully imaged C60 using STM
at room temperature and in ultra-high vacuum. Since then enormous effort has been
devoted to using various experimental tools to discover and understand molecules as
a functional unit for electronic application. Progress has been already made resulting
in organic single molecule magnet [27], giant magnetoresistance in single molecule
[28], Coulomb blockade [37], vibronic coupling [38], negative differential resistance
[39], and Kondo effect [39–41], single electronic gating [42] using single molecules
or molecular thin films.

In case of charge transport, the physical picture of the molecule and semiconduc-
tor are identical to each other. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
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is equivalent to the valence band of the semiconductor while lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is analogous to the conduction band of the semiconduc-
tor. Doping effect similar to semiconductors can also be observed in the molecule
by substituting electron withdrawing or electron donating groups to tailor the energy
levels of molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO). Such doping can be engineered in
a very controlled way. There is also uncontrolled tailorability which appears when
the molecule is placed in between two metal electrodes or over any solid substrate
[43, 44] which entirely depends on the molecule and substrate interactions due to the
orbital energy mismatch [45], surface dipole formation [46], charge transfer [47] or
hybridization with the surface band [42, 48]. Under such interactions, both the indi-
vidual properties of the molecule and the substrate get modified. Sometimes exciting
properties may get destroyed or emerge as interface properties which can also be
applied in device application with a detailed understanding [42, 49]. This molecule-
substrate interaction along with the intermolecular interaction plays a crucial role in
determining the properties and the performance of materials and devices.
Thus to design a molecular device a detailed knowledge about the influence of molecule-
substrate interaction, chemical bond formation, charge transfer, geometrical orien-
tation, geometrical structure, energy level alignment, electronic properties of the
molecule in contact with a substrate need to be probed systematically. A detailed
study of the energy level alignment with the substrate and the molecular HOMO and
LUMO is also necessary because the HOMO and LUMO energy orbitals are mainly
involved in charge transfer process through the molecule and they get perturbed by
the interaction with the substrate after adsorption.

Phthalocyanines are a class of aromatic, macrocyclic molecules, composed of
four isoindole units linked with four nitrogen atoms. It has two dimensional geome-
try and the whole system consists of 18π electrons. A pure organic phthalocyanine
without metal was first synthesized in 1907 [50]. Initially due to the excessive ten-
ability in adsorption and emission by the easy modification of the substituent attached
at a peripheral ring made phthalocyanines prominently interesting to be used as dyes
and pigments [51]. The first metal phthalocyanine (MPc) with copper at its center
was prepared in 1927 [52]. A couple of years later several other MPcs with iron and
nickel were also reported [52](ref52). Till now there are total 70 MPcs [53]. The
inclusion of metal at the center of the phthalocyanine has broadened the application
of MPcs into a wide range in photovoltaic [54] organic solar cell [55], a thin film
organic light emitting diode [56], single-molecule magnet [27, 57] and several other
electronic components [58]. Due to the extreme stability, simple planar structure
metal phthalocyanine is seen to be adsorbed flat over the surface where the central
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metal and the ligand both take part in interacting with the surface. For such rich
adsorption geometry and excessive tunability, metal phthalocyanine is now a model
system to study for the interface properties over metal, semiconductor, or topological
insulator surface for molecular electronics.
Here we present an extensive study of metal phthalocyanine molecules with three
different metals (M=Fe, Co, Cu) at its center and electron withdrawing groups (
cyano, fluorine) substituted metal phthalocyanine molecules on noble metal surfaces
Au(111), Ag(111) and Bi2Se3 topological insulator surface. The effect of molecule-
substrate and intermolecular interaction on the structural growth and interfacial elec-
tronic properties were probed in each system using the very local STM and STS in
UHV at 77 K systematically from single molecule studies to molecular self-assembly
exploration. The interplay of these two interactions in case of the electron with-
drawing group substitution in a selected position of outer periphery was investigated
starting from the single molecule to the one-dimensional chain (1D) and then two-
dimensional (2D) assembly. The effect of such substitution in molecular orbitals
was also investigated using STS technique. In another system, emergent interface
properties of MPc (M=Fe, Co, Cu) molecules with topological insulator Bi2Se3 sur-
face were examined when the molecules were deposited over Bi2Se3. The adsorption
geometry was studied by high-resolution STM images by imaging molecules along
with surface Se atoms in background. The interfacial charge transfer, manipulation
of topological surface state, symmetry reduction of molecular geometry, and nega-
tive differential resistance (NDR) were observed in the STS measurement.
We have advanced the understanding of the structural growth of molecular nanos-
tructures and the changes in the local electronic properties both in the MPc molecules
and the substrate. The central metal ion, the ligand, the substituent group, and the
underneath surface plays a crucial role to determine the local electronic properties of
the interface. The understanding of the charge carrier transport mechanism through
the interface is very crucial to any electronic and optoelectronic device made from
a single molecule, monolayer, or thin organic film. Thus, the hybridization, charge
transfer, and the energy level alignment were understood in detail at the molecular
scale to utilize the emerging interface properties for device applications.

1.2 Adsorption of Molecules on Solid Surface

The key parameter which has the most impact over the adsorption geometry and sta-
bility of organic molecules on solid surfaces is the molecule-substrate interaction.
This interaction determines the emergent properties of the molecule-substrate inter-
face[59]. So a comprehensive understanding of this interaction is essential. Through-
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FIGURE 1.1: a) Schematic of image dipole formation in metal due to
the positive nucleus and negative charge of electron. b) Potential en-
ergy diagram for physisorption and chemisorption. Source reference

[60]

out this thesis we have probed this interaction and the intermolecular interaction for
molecule-metal and molecule-topological insulator interface. There are several pa-
rameters which contribute to the molecule-substrate interaction. Based on the type
and strength of the interaction the adsorption process can be divided in two categories
chemisorption and physisorption[59].

Physisorption

In physisorption the interactions involved are very weak. The typical example of ph-
ysisorption is adsorption of rare gas atoms or closed shell chemically inert molecules.
Such adsorption does not involve charge transfer or any chemical bond formation.
The interactions are mainly governed by the weak van der Waals interaction which in-
cludes the attractive dipole-dipole interaction due to the image dipole formation at the
metal surface and London force due to the fluctuating electron inside the molecule.

A schematic of interface dipole formation is represented in Figure 1.1 a. The
attractive van-der Waals interaction is due to the dipole-dipole interaction which de-
pends on the distance (r) of the adsorbed atom or molecule from the surface[59].

Eatt ≈ −r−3 (1.1)

Repulsive force due to Pauli exclusion principle at very close distance appears from
the interaction of the overlapping filled orbitals. Such repulsion can be written as[59].

Erep ≈ e−cr (1.2)
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The combined potential is shown in Figure 1.1 b (green curve). The typical value of
binding energy for such interaction is less than 0.3 eV[60]. The electronic structure
or orbital energy does not change much in such adsorption.

FIGURE 1.2: Schematic of of charge transfer from molecule to the
substrate and vice versa is shown. When the HOMO orbital crosses
the Fermi level of the substrate electron transfered to the substrate and
the reverse transfer happen when LUMO allign with the Fermi level.

Chemisorption

In chemisorption process, the interaction is governed by formation of a strong chem-
ical bond, like metallic, ionic, or covalent[61].The interaction involves direct orbital
overlap or charge transfer. Thus it is a strong interaction and the electronic struc-
ture and orbital energy get perturbed due to such adsorption. A schematic for charge
transfer process is demonstrated in Figure 1.2. Electrons transfer from the molecule
to the substrate when the HOMO energy level crosses the Fermi energy of the sub-
strate. The reverse mechanism happens when the LUMO energy level aligns with
the Fermi energy. The other type of interaction involved in chemisorption process
is orbital overlap or hybridization as described in reference [63]. The interaction
between the molecular orbital with s-band and partially filled d-band is considered.
The schematic is shown in Figure 1.3. Interaction with the filled s-band gives rise
to a shift and broadening in the molecular orbital. Coupling to the partially filled
d-band splits the energy level and forms bonding and anti bonding orbital. This type
of interaction is very strong [62]. The typical interaction strength is about 1 eV
which is much higher than the physisorption value. The potential for chemisorption
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FIGURE 1.3: Schematic of hybridization with the surface band. Hy-
bridization with the broad s-band leads to broadening of the molecular
orbital and can shift the orbital. Coupling with sharp d-band induces
a split in the energy level and forms bonding and anti-bonding orbital.

(Picture adapted from ref [62])

is plotted in Figure 1.1 b. In this adsorption molecules adsorb relatively close to
the surface. Another important interaction which has a great impact on formation of
self-assembled structures is intermolecular interaction.

1.3 Basic Principle of Molecular Self-assembly

With the detailed knowledge of adsorption process the next logical step is to under-
stand the self-assembly mechanism to gain precise control over designing wide range
of molecular nanostructures on the surface[60, 64]. The fabrication technique used
for nanostructure growth is bottom-up [65]. In this approach atoms or molecules are
deposited over the surface in vacuum to form the nanostructure. The spontaneous
assembly of molecules into a stable structure under thermodynamic equilibrium is
known as molecular self-assembly [66]. This process involves diffusion of molecules
from one adsorption site to another adsorption site on the surface until thermody-
namic equilibrium is reached. But if the bond formation over a particular adsorption
site is stronger than the diffusion energy the molecule will never achieve equilibrium
resulting in an unstable self -organized state. When the molecules are deposited over
the surface the two key parameters which decide the kind of growth are flux (F) from
the source and the diffusivity (D) of molecules over the surface. To understand the
mechanism a schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1.4. If the D/F ratio is very
low then the molecules do not get enough time to diffuse to the thermodynamic equi-
librium and they form a metastable self organized structure. If the D/F ratio is high
enough the molecules can diffuse to the equilibrium site against the bond strength at
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a particular site. Then the molecules form a spontaneous self-assembled structure.
Diffusivity(D) can be enhanced by increasing the temperature of the substrate. The

FIGURE 1.4: Schematic illustrating for self-organisation and self-
assembly growth (adapted from [64]). Selforganised structures or
self-assembled structures depend on the relative strength of flux(F)
of incoming molecules and the diffusivity(D) of the molecules on the
surface. Metastable selforganised structures form when D/F is low
(toward left). When D/F is high, selfassembled structures at the ther-

modynamic equilibrium are formed (toward right).

thermal energy is transferred to the molecule which increases the kinetic energy(Ek)
to overcome the diffusion potential barrier(Ed). There is a certain limit for increas-
ing the substrate temperature, the kinetic energy should not cross the binding(Eb)
energy otherwise the molecules may get desorbed from the surface. In order to get
an ordered equilibrium structure intermolecular interaction energy(Einter) should be
comparable to the kinetic energy. If it is very strong then molecules will get attached
to each other strongly and the system will not reach the equilibrium. So the energy
order for self-assembly is

Eb > Einter ≥ Ek > Ed

A system should follow this energy order to get a self-assembled molecular nanos-
tructure.
So the self-assembled monolayer or thin film growth depends critically on the strength
of two interactions molecule-surface and the intermolecular interactions. Depending
on the strength of these two interactions the principle growth modes are distinguished
into three categories.
(a)Frank–van der Merwe(FM) growth refers to the case when the molecule-surface
interaction is stronger than the intermolecular interaction and molecule are more
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strongly bound to the surface than with each other. The molecules first cover the
surface prior to growth of a second layer.

(b)Volmer–Weber (VW) growth refers to the case when the intermolecular inter-
action is much stronger than the molecule-surface interaction. This means molecules
like to stick together rather than binding strongly with the surface. In this case,
molecules form three dimensional cluster or island.

(c)Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth refers to the intermediate case of FM and
VW where the molecule-substrate and intermolecular interaction strength are com-
parable. Both two-dimensional layers and three-dimensional islands characterize the
growth in this process. The transition from the FM to VW growth occurs at a critical
layer thickness which is strongly dependent on the chemical and physical properties,
such as surface energies and lattice mismatch between substrate and film.
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1.4 Outline of The Thesis

The aim of this thesis was to understand the effect of electron withdrawing group
substitution in structural growth and electronic properties of metal phthalocyanine
molecule by using the local STM and STS probe. The study presents a detailed in-
vestigation on structural growth and electronic properties of cyano (CN) functional
group substituted and unsubstituted CuPc molecule on Au(111). The second goal of
this thesis was to investigate for the interface properties of three MPc (M=Fe, Co, Cu)
molecules on topological insulator surface from single molecule to assembly. This
part mainly focused on the surface functionalization by on-surface molecular doping
to tune the energetic position of Dirac point and to explore the resulting emergent
properties due to hybridization with the surface.
This thesis is organized as follows: the first chapter describes the motivation behind
investigating molecules on surface and the adsorption kinetics of atoms or molecules
over atomically clean surface. Rest of chapters report following

Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical background starting from 1D step potential
model to 3D Tersoff and Hamann model of scanning tunneling microscopy. The
operational mode for STM imaging and STS data acquisition method using lock in
amplifier are also described. Different parts of sample preparation chamber and ac-
tual ultra-high vacuum(UHV) low temperature STM system also are described using
schematic diagrams. Atomically cleaned substrate preparation and their basic char-
acteristics also reported in this chapter.

Chapter 3 reports a comparative study of the site-specific and orientation selec-
tive adsorption of CuPc and CN-functionalized CuPc(CN)8 at the mono-atomic (MA)
step of the Au(111) substrate carried out using low-temperature scanning tunneling
microscopy (LT-STM) at 77 K. Based on the experimental observation CuPc(CN)8
forms 1D chains along the step edge. STS measurements probe the orbital energy
levels mainly HOMO and LUMO.

Chapter 4 presents the extended experimental results for the same system in
chapter 3. Here 2D assembly of both CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111) were in-
vestigated using STM and STS at 77 K. STS measurements on the 2D assembly of
CuPc(CN)8 show energy specific chirality at the LUMO energy. An energy indepen-
dent organizational chirality was reported for both the molecules.
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Chapter 5 first introduces the topological insulator material and the Bi2Se3 crys-
tal structure that was used as the substrate. Different adsorption sites and the struc-
tural changes due to the molecule-substrate interaction for FePc and CuPc were
demonstrated. The tuning of Dirac surface state was reported due to the on-surface
molecular doping. STS measurement was also reported for HOMO and LUMO for
both the molecules.

Chapter 6 is about an extensive study of self-assembly of F16CoPc on Bi2Se3
and Ag(111) substrate was reported. In STS measurement, negative differential re-
sistance (NDR) was observed for F16CoPc on Bi2Se3 whereas no NDR was observed
on Ag(111). NDR mechanism was explained using the concept of resonant tunneling
between the specific molecular orbitals and the substrate. Speculations were made
for the NDR observations for F16CoPc on Bi2Se3

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary and an outlook for future work.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Setup and Methods

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) principle, experimental setup, and the methods used for sample preparation
and data acquisition. In particular, the general working, data , and theoretical insight
are discussed in section 2.1.2 then the low temperature scannign tunneling micro-
scope (LT-STM) used for the imaging and spectroscopy is introduced in section 2.2.
A detailed description of the ultra high vacuum (UHV) sample preparation chamber
and molecular evaporator is given in section 2.3. In section 2.4 we have discussed
the sample preparation methods and measurement techniques in detail. The compu-
tational details for density functional theory calculations(DFT) are given in section
2.5. The sample preparation and measurements were performed in two ultra high
vacuum chambers(UHV) with a base pressure < 10−10 mB. Among the two UHV
chambers, one contains the main instrument used to acquire data, low temperature
scanning tunneling microscope(LT-STM) and the other one contains the equipments
for sample preparation . These two chambers are connected via a gate valve. After
sample preparation the sample can be directly transfered to the STM chamber for the
LT-STM measurement.

2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Feynman’s dream of "manipulating things at a smaller scale" as he mentioned in his
talk "There is plenty of room at the bottom" [67] was realized after the invention
of Scanning Tunneling Microscope(STM) by Binnig and Rohrer at IBM lab in 1982
[68]. The creation of STM was the major breakthrough not only in the field of surface
science to image the atoms on a metal or a semiconductor surface but also to make
nanostructures using bottom up approach from the single atoms or molecules with
the STM tip based manipulation techniques, and probe their electronic properties us-
ing the very local spectroscopic technique to build nanoscale devices. The STM is
based on the principle of quantum mechanical tunneling effect. In this effect a parti-
cle can tunnel from one metal electrode to another metal electrode if the electrodes
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are placed very closed to each other so that the gap is < 10 Å. The whole system is
actually a metal-vacuum-metal junction where the a potential barrier is formed due
to the difference in work function of the two sides. The wave function of an electron
decays exponentially in vacuum, so does the tunneling current. To record an STM
image a very sharp metallic tip is scanned over the surface( operating principle is dis-
cussed in section 2.1.2) using a piezoelectric scanner. The first STM image of Si(7×
7) reconstruction was reported by Binnig et al. in 1983 [69]. Apart from imaging the
conducting and semiconducting surfaces, organic/inorganic molecules were also im-
aged using STM by depositing them over metallic substrates [70–72]. In comparison
with other technique like x-ray diffraction(XRD) and low energy electron diffrac-
tion(LEED) STM provides a real space image. Scanning electron microscope(SEM)
also provide a real space image but the resolution of SEM is limited by the incident
electron beam diameter and cannot resolve atoms or molecules. STM also probes the
electronic properties of the surface and the adsorbate. The probe technique is very lo-
cal and highly energy sensitive. The first scanning tunneling spectroscopy of a single
molecule was reported in 1993 on C60 [73] and ethylene[74] by measuring differen-
tial conductance. STS can probe the surface states [75], surface potential [76, 77],
the Kondo effect[78], Dirac cone like dispersion in graphene [79] and topological
insulator[80] , molecular HOMO-LUMO [81] and the vibrational evergy levels[82]
as well as electron spin[83]. The spin-polarized STM can also probe the surface
magnetic properties[84].
Several advances in surface science [85], materials science, and physics[86] has es-
tablished without a doubt that the STM is a very powerful tool to investigate the
topography and the local electronic properties with atomic scale precision. It is a
very unique technique which provides the structural properties and the correspond-
ing electronic properties around the Fermi energy of the surface and adsorbate on the
surface.

2.1.1 Theory of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Here we will discuss the basics of STM. The fundamental principle of STM is the
quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through a thin vacuum barrier. There are
several theoretical models to explain this tunneling effect. For ease of understanding
we consider in the following the simple one dimensional(1D) model to understand
the key mechanism behind the very high special resolution in STM imaging. Then
we will discuss the second model by including the three dimensional (3D) structure
and the electronic structure of the tip.
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic energy level diagram of a 1D of tip(metal)-
vacuum-sample(metal) tunnel junction where d is the vacuum barrier
width and V is the bias applied between tip and sample. EF,T and EF,S
are the Fermi energy of the tip and the sample. EV ac is the vacuum
energy level. ΦT and ΦS are the work function of tip and sample

respectively.

One dimensional model

In the 1D model the STM tunnel junction(tip-vacuum-sample) is considered as a
finite step potential(as shown in Figure 2.1) for an electron with energy E < V0,
where V0 is the potential barrier height formed due to the different work function on
two sides.

V (x) =

0, for x 6∈ [0,d],

V0, for x ∈ [0,d]
(2.1)

The 1D Schrodinger stationary equation for an electron in such step potential is

[− ~2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ V (x)]Ψ = EΨ (2.2)

where ~ is the plank constant devided by 2π and Ψ(x) is the electron wave function.
Solutions of equation 2.2 are

Ψ(x) =

e±iKx, ifx 6∈[0, d]

e±kx, ifx ∈[0, d]
(2.3)

where

K =

√
2m(V0 − E)

~2
(2.4)
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and

k =

√
2mE

~2
(2.5)

Using the boundary condition at the different regions of the finite step potential one
can obtain the coefficient of solution in equation 2.3 [87]
The Transmission coefficient can be determined by calculating the ratio of the trans-
mitted wave amplitude and the incident wave amplitude which is given as

T =
1

1 + (K2+k2)2Sinh2(kd)
4K2k2

(2.6)

For V0»E means for a very high potential barrier kd»1, so the transmission coefficient
bacomes

T ≈ 16K2k2

(K2 + k2)2
× e−2kd (2.7)

The transmission coefficient T is exponentially dependent on the barrier width(d).
Now the tunneling current is directly proportional to the T which implies that the
tunneling current (I) also depends exponentially on the barrier width(d)

I ≈ T ≈ e−2kd (2.8)

This exponetial dependence of tunneling current is the key meachnism of STM and
provide a high spatial resolution, as a small change in d implies a huge change in I.

Tersoff-Hamann model

A more realistic model for metal-insulator-metal in three dimension was developed
by Bardeen in 1961,[88] long before the invention of STM. He considered the weak
coupling between two metal electrodes and solved the time dependent first order per-
turbation theory. Later in 1983 Tersoff and Hamann extended the Bardeen model to
make it more realistic to the actual STM tunnel junction by considering the electronic
structure of both the tip and sample [89, 90]. In this model the overlap of electronic
wave of tip (Ψµ) and the tunneling matrix Mµ,ν was described by the sample (Ψν

which was introduced by Bardeen[88] Using the Fermi distribution function and if
Eµ and Eν are the corresponding energy eigenvalues respectively then the tunneling
can be written as

I =
2πe

~
∑
µ,ν

f(Eµ)[1− f(Eν + eV )]|Mµ,ν |2δ(Eµ − Eν) (2.9)
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where Mµ,ν was calculated by Bardeen [88]

Mµ,ν = − ~2

2m

∫
(Ψ∗µ∇Ψν −Ψν∇Ψ∗µ)dS (2.10)

In case of V0»eV which means a very low applied bias and at low temperature the
Fermi distribution function can be treated as a step function, f(E)=1, then the expres-
sion for tunneling current becomes as follow (see ref[90] for details of approxima-
tion)

I =
2πe2

~
V
∑
µ,ν

|Mµ,ν |2δ(Eµ − EF )δ(Eν − EF ) (2.11)

Now considering the tip wave function as a spherical s-wave, and at low temperature
and finite bias the tunneling current can be written as

I ≈
∫ EF=eV

EF

ρt(E − eV )ρs(E)T (d, eV, E)dE (2.12)

where T(d, eV, E) includes the dependence of barrier width d. The local density of
states of the tip and the sample were defined as:

ρt(E) =
1

V

∑
µ

δ(Eµ − E) (2.13)

and
ρs(E, r0) =

∑
ν

|Ψν(r0)|2δ(Eµ − E) (2.14)

Mainly there are total three factors which contribute to the tunneling current- the
local density of states of the tip, sample and the transmission coefficient. So the STM
image is not only a measure of the roughness of the surface along the z direction. It
actually the outcome of the combination of both the topography and the density of
states of the sample.
Now at very low applied bias ρt and T remain constant. The first derivative of the
tunneling current in 2.12 can be written as

dI

dV
≈ ρt(EF )ρs(EF + eV )T (d, eV, EF + eV ) (2.15)

It can be easily identified that for a constant density of states of the tip the first
derivative of tunneling current is directily proportional to the local density of the
sample.

dI

dV
≈ LDOS of Sample
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Lock-in Technique

To measured the dI/dV signal we have used the standard lock-in amplifier. In this
technique a small sinusoidal voltage was superimposed with the DC applied bias.
As the tunneling current is a function of applied bias this superimposed signal also
causes a sinusoidal modulation in the tunneling current. The amplitude of the mod-
ulation is very sensitive to the change in the slope of the tunneling current with bias
voltage. So for a small sinusoidal modulation the applied bias becomes

V = Vb + Vmodsinωt

The Taylor expansion of the modulated current is

I(Vb + Vmodsinωt) ∼ I(Vb) +
dI(Vb)

dV
Vmodsinωt+

d2I(Vb)

dV 2
V 2
modsin

2ωt+ · · · · · · ·

The coefficient of the second term is the first derivative of the tunneling current. Now
by using lock-in amplifier one can easily measure the first harmonic which probes
the local density of states of the sample. Similarly the coefficient of second harmonic
is the measure of d2I/dV 2 which can be a measure of the vibrational energy levels.
There are two basic tunneling processes for electrons to transport from the tip to
the sample and vice-versa. One is elastic tunneling, in this process electron tunnel
without any energy loss. It reflects an intense peak in dI/dV. The other one is inelastic
tunneling, which involves electron’s energy loss. In case of a molecule in between
the tip and the substrate, electrons injected into the molecule may lose their energy
by exciting the vibrational mode level before tunneling into the surface. These modes
can be detected as an extra small peak in dI/dV curve. The intensity of such peak is
minimal and can be identified in the d2I/dV 2 curve.

2.1.2 Operating principle

As discussed earlier the main part of a STM is the metal-vacuum- metal quantum
mechanical tunnel junction where two metals represent the tip and the sample. A
schematic to understand the basic working principle is shown in Figure 2.2. To
achieve very high spatial resolution of Å order a very sharp tip which has approxi-
mately a single atom at its end is used to scan the sample. Such high spatial resolution
can only be achieved if the tunneling occurs through a single atom. The STM tunnel
junction is shown in the red square in Figure 2.2. The STM image is acquired by
applying a DC bias between the atomically sharp tip and sample. Then the tip moves
laterally in xy plane by a piezoelectric scanner simultaneously detecting the variation
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in the tunneling current. A feedback loop is in place to maintain the tip height. STM

FIGURE 2.2: Operation principle of STM. A DC bias is applied be-
tween tip and sample, feedback loop is used to maintain the barrier
width in the tunnel junction. The tip can be moved in x,y and z direc-

tion by the piezoelectric scanner.

topographic image can be recorded in two basic operational modes, constant height
mode and constant current mode as shown in Figure 2.3. In constant height mode
STM tip scan the conducting surface by maintaining a constant height within tunnel-
ing range. Therefore plotting the change in the tunneling current in the xy plane give
the real space topographic image. The main disadvantage of performing experiment
in this mode is that if the surface roughness is more than the fixed gap between the
tip and surface then tip will crash against the surface. The tip needs to be very stable
in z direction against the thermal noise and external mechanical vibration. The other
operation mode which is the mostly used mode for STM imaging is the constant
current mode. In this case a feedback loop is used to maintain the constant current
by moving the tip up and down in z direction. Which means effectively varying the
barrier width. The real space STM image in this mode is recorded by plotting the
variation in the height with respect to the lateral displacement during scanning. The
advantage of this mode is that the tip follows the surface and there is no chance of tip
crashing over the surface as the feedback loop is there to ensure the stability. Con-
stant current mode is most commonly used mode for STM study. In this thesis we
have used the same operation mode and only during spectroscopy the feedback loop
was turned off.
Figure 2.4 represents the energy level diagram of the tunnel junction and electron

tunneling mechanism under applied bias. When the tip and sample are far away there
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FIGURE 2.3: Two basic operational modes of a STM, constant height
and constant current mode.

FIGURE 2.4: Schematic energy level diagram of STM tunnel junction
under applied bias. a) tip is far away from the sample, no tunneling. b)
Tip is in the tunneling range random tunneling between tip and sam-
ple, no net tunneling current.c) Positive applied bias, electron tunnel-
ing from tip to the sample. d) negative applied bias electron tunneling

from sample to the tip.
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is no effective tunneling as shown in Figure 2.4 a. Figure 2.4 b represent the energy
level alignment when tip and sample are in tunneling range. The random tunneling
between tip and sample starts and there will not be any net tunneling current. To
have a net tunneling current a bias is applied between tip and the sample. When a
positive bias is applied to the sample as shown in Figure 2.4 c, electron starts to tun-
nel from tip to the sample and the tunneling current actually probes the unoccupied
states in the sample, which is the conduction band. Alternatively, when negative bias
is applied to the sample, the electron tunnels from the sample to the tip and probes
the valence band of the sample. In this explanation the density of states of the tip is
considered to be constant. This is typically realized by using a metallic tip.

2.2 Low Temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope

All the work reported in this thesis has been done by LT-STM manufactured by Omi-
cron (now ScientaOmicron) Nanotechnology. In this system STM measurement can
be done at three different operating temperatures liquid helium (LHe) temperature
(4.2 K), liquid nitrogen(LN2) temperature (77 K), and room temperature (300 K).
The entire system is shown in Figure 2.5. There are two parts of the system- left
side is the main LT-STM chamber for performing the measurements while all the
procedures regarding substrate preparation and molecule deposition were done in
the preparation chamber -right side. The cooling occurs by thermal contact using
a bath cryostat and it allows a simultaneous cooling of both the STM tip and the
sample. This means the tip and the sample remain at the same temperature during
measurement lowering the thermal noise which is very important for spectroscopy
measurement. Very low temperature of the tip is very useful for obtaining stable
STM images as the thermal diffusion of the apex atom is minimized at low tem-
perature. The average time that the system can be at 77K with one filling of liquid
nitrogen(LN2) is about 60 hrs which aids in performing long term experiments with-
out any interruption.
To have a clear picture of the LT-STM, the schematic design of the same is shown
in Figure 2.6 a. The cryostat as shown in Figure 2.5 consists of two concentric de-
wars. The outer one is for LN2 and inner one for LN2/LHe filling. The inlet of liquid
and the gas outlet are shown in the inset of Figure 2.6 a along with the LHe sensor.
The STM is placed at the base of this cryostat and is in direct contact with the inner
LHe dewar. If inner dewar is filled with LHe than the STM will be at 4.2 K. But if
both the inner and outer dewar are filled with LN2 then the STM will be at 77 K.
A low temperature sensor is placed at the STM stage to measure the temperature.
The position of STM is marked with red rectangle in Figure 2.6 a. The STM tip and
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FIGURE 2.5: Picture of UHV LT-STM(letf side) and the preparation
chamber(right side)

sample can be viewed on the screen from outside using a CCD camera by focusing
through one of the view ports. The actual STM is shown in Figure 2.6 b. The whole
STM stage can be moved up and down using the knob at the top of the cryostat. The
stage is raised up and made to be in direct contact with the LHe dewar for cooling.
During tunneling measurement the stage is released to hang freely via three springs
to isolate from the external vibration. The LT-STM specially the tip and sample unit
further illustrated in Figure 2.7. The sample stage is held by three suspension spring
(6,7 and one(8) in the back). The whole stage is held in such a way that it can hang
freely without making any contact with LHe dewar and the side wall to minimize
the mechanical vibrations and also to reduce the thermal loss due to any contact with
the room temperature. The noise is further reduced by the eddy current damping
unit( marked by (1) in Figure 2.7 a. The Scanner(2), tip holder reception(3), Sample
holder (4) unit are marked. The sample is facing down with tip approaching from the
bottom. Figure 2.7 b represent the STM sample plate. The maximum scanning area
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FIGURE 2.6: a) schematic design of LT-STM chamber and location
of STM inside the chamber. b) Picture of actual STM at the base of

cryostat marked by red rectangle. Picture source Omicron manual.

FIGURE 2.7: a) Actual picture of LT-STM, STM is hanging from the
LHe cryostat by three springs (marked as 6,7,and 8) . (1) Eddy current
damping. (2) Scanner. (3) tip holder reception. (4) Sample holder. Tip
approaches from bottom to the sample surface. b) Picture of a STM
sample plate and the scan area is marked with red square. c) Picture
of a tip holder while a tip is loaded and marked by red arrow. The tip
holder rests on top of the scanner during scanning, marked by (3) in

(a).
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is marked with a red square. Actual picture of a tip holder along with a tungsten tip
is shown on 2.7 c. Prior to STM data collections this whole set up was placed very
carefully over the scanner.

2.3 Preparation Chamber and Molecule Evaporator

The preparation chamber shown in Figure 2.5 has a base pressure of the order 10−10

mB. The available equipments for substrate preparation in the preparation chamber
are (i) high temperature heating unit with two type of heating methods- resistive and
direct,(ii) Ar+ ion sputtering ,(iii) in-situ crystal cleaver and (iv) molecule evaporator.
The highest temperature achievable for resistive and direct heating are 1000◦ C and
1600◦ C respectively. The in-situ crystal cleaver can be used to cleave single crystals
in UHV to avoid contamination. The molecule evaporator attached to the preparation
chamber is shown in Figure 2.8 a. The length of the evaporator can be adjusted to
vary the distance from the source to the substrate. Three crucibles are housed in the
evaporator. Three different molecules can be loaded at time and heated separately. It
also has water or LN2 cooling facility.

FIGURE 2.8: a) Actual picture of the molecule evaporator. b) Inside
view of the crucibles. Three crucibles are marked with red arrow.

They are thermally isolated from each other.

2.4 Sample Preparation Methods

The sample preparation for investigating MPcs(M= Fe,Cu,Co) is a two-step process.
The first step to achieve highly reproducible sample is to start from preparing a flat
and atomically clean substrate and check the surface with STM to ensure that there
are no obscure impurities left to disturb the adsorption process over the surface. The
second step is depositing MPc molecules over the clean substrate in a very controlled
way to observe individual molecules or self-assembly. Two noble metal substrates
Au(111), Ag(111), and one topological insulator Bi2Se3 were used to investigate
MPcs(M= Fe,Cu,Co).
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2.4.1 Metallic Au(111) substrate

The substrate used to investigate CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 in chapter 3 and chapter 4 is
Au(111). 300 nm thick Au thin film on mica was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
A 5mm × 5mm size film then mounted on a STM plate by spot welding two small
tantalum foil. After inserting the sample in UHV in the preparation chamber, the
Au(111) surface was prepared by subsequent Ar+ ion sputtering annealing cycles
with 1 KeV beam voltage, current 1 µA and annealing at 750 K. The surface quality
was checked by STM at 77 K. The atomically clean Au(111) surface showed herring-
bone reconstructions and atomic resolution in the STM images as shown in Figure
2.9 a and b. The atomic resolution image in Figure 2.9 b revealed hexagonal lattice

FIGURE 2.9: a) Cleaned Au(111) surface showing herringbone re-
construction. b) Atomically resolved Au(111) surface. (c) STS mea-
surement on Au(111) showing Shockley-type surface state at -0.5 V .

Imaging condition: V=0.6 V, I= 1 nA

with lattice parameter of 2.84 Å . The surface electronic property further character-
ized by a Shockley-type surface state at -0.5 V as shown in Figure 2.9 c. Such a
surface state is unique for each metal surface [91].

2.4.2 Metallic Ag(111) substrate

In the experiment described in Chapter 6 the substrate used to investigate is Ag(111).
First 500 nm thick Ag thin film was prepared on mica using standard sputter coating
technique. Thin film was then placed at the center of the STM sample plate by spot
welding technique. Similar to Au(111), before any deposition the Ag(111) surface
was prepared by subsequent Ar+ ion sputtering annealing cycles with 1 keV beam
voltage, current 1-1.2 µA and annealing at 800 K. The constant current STM image
at 77 K is shown in Figure 2.10 a where clear atomic steps are visible. The atomic
resolution STM image shown in Figure 2.10 b revealed the hexagonal arrangement
of atoms on the surface with lattice constant of 2.88 å . The Shockley-type surface
state was observed at -0.065 V as shown in Figure 2.10 c.
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FIGURE 2.10: a) Clean Ag(111) surface showing nice triangular is-
land and atomic step. b) Atomically resolved Ag(111) surface. (c)
STS measurement on Au(111) showing Shockley-type surface state at

-0.065 V. Imaging condition: V=0.5 V, I= 0.8 nA.

2.4.3 Bi2Se3 topological insulator substrate

FIGURE 2.11: a) Cleaved Bi2Se3 surface showing nice triangular Se
vacancy defects . b) Atomically resolved Bi2Se3(111) surface show-
ing hexagonal arrangement of Se atoms. (c) STS measurement on
the surface showing Dirac cone like surface state at the Fermi energy.

Imaging condition: V=0.6 V, I= 0.4 nA.

The Bi2Se3 single crystal was prepared by flux method (see appendix). The lay-
ered structure of the crystal (as explained in chapter 5) make it easy to cleave it in
UHV. The atomically clean substrate can be made just by in-situ cleaving of the crys-
tal. To cleave the sample we have used the crystal cleaver installed in the preparation
chamber. Figure 2.11 a represents the constant current STM image of in-situ cleaved
Bi2Se3(111) surface where triangular defects due to the Se vacancies are key signa-
tures of Se surface [92]. Zoomed in atomically resolved STM image in Figure 2.11
b reveals the similar hexagonal pattern of Se atoms like other (111) surface. STS
measurement shows the Dirac cone like surface state similar to graphene in the bulk
gap between conduction and valence band [80, 93].
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2.4.4 Molecule deposition over the substrate

CuPc(CN)8 and CuPc molecules were investigated on Au(111) in chapter 3 and 4.
In all experiment in this thesis for evaporation of molecules we have used the evap-
orator mentioned earlier in section 2.3. CuPc(CN)8 was synthesized by a method in
the literature [94] and was evaporated from a resistively heated quartz crucible at 650
K onto a clean Au(111) surface held at room temperature. In another experimental
run, CuPc, bought from Sigma–Aldrich and used as received, was deposited at 670
K onto a clean Au(111) surface. In chapter 3 for 1D chain formation of molecule on
the step edge the exposure time was controlled to about 10 sec and for 2D monolayer
formation the time was 60 sec.
FePc, CuPc and F16CoPc molecules were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used
as it is for evaporation from resistively heated quartz crucible attached to the sam-
ple preparation chamber. In the study of FePc and CuPc on Bi2Se3 discussed in
chapter 5. The evaporation temperature for FePc and CuPc was 500 K and 670 K
respectively. The Bi2Se3 substrate was kept at room temperature. The concentra-
tion of molecules was controlled by the exposure time. The F16CoPc molecule was
evaporated at 650 K onto Bi2Se3 and Ag(111) kept at room temperature. After the
deposition the substrate was kept at room temperature for 30 minutes and then trans-
fered to the LT-STM chamber for STM and STS measurements.

All STS measurements presented in this thesis are collected at 77 K using lack-in
amplifier with modulation frquency and modulation voltage are 652Hz and 20mV
respectively.

2.5 Computational Details

Calculations were carried out by spin-polarized density functional theory within the
projector augmented wave formalism [95] as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP). [96, 97] The wave functions were expanded in plane-
wave basis with 500 eV cutoff. The exchange–correlation energy was described
with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of generalized gradient approxima-
tion,[98] which very well describes the structural and electronic properties of bulk
Au and CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 molecules in the gas phase. To better model the inter-
action between molecules and the Au(111) substrate, van der Waals interaction was
incorporated by use of DFT-D3 formalism with zero damping. [99] The Au substrate
included four Au layers with 10 × 9 lateral supercell, which were separated by 18
Å vacuum. While the first two layers were fixed to the bulk, the top layers and the
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molecules were fully relaxed until the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The Bril-
louin zone was sampled by the use of a 4× 4× 1 Monkhorst–Pack k-grid. A 30× 30
× 12 Åsupercell was used to study molecules in the gas phase, and reciprocal-space
integration was carried out by use of the Γ point. The molecular adsorption energy
was calculated as Eads = Emolecule/Au(111) – EAu(111) – Emolecule for CuPc/Au(111) and
CuPc(CN)8/Au(111).
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Chapter 3

Effect of CN substitution in
Copper-Phthalocyanine

3.1 Introduction

Controlled adsorption and the study of the behavior of molecular adsorption over a
surface is a necessary requirement to form molecular building blocks and tune their
physical properties for organic-based molecular device applications. One of the most
useful ways to fabricate such an organic device is by bottom up self-assembly of or-
ganic molecules over atomically well-defined solid surfaces[100–102]. The forma-
tion of such molecular nanostructure mainly depends on the fine tuning of the inter-
molecular and the molecule-substrate interactions. Several molecules have already
been studied for bottom up self-assembly over atomically flat surfaces [103]. Apart
from the flat surfaces using the reconstructed surface for selective adsorption[104,
105], strain-relief patterns for quantum arrays[106] and periodically stepped surfaces
for self-ordering growth[107, 108] have been effective for molecular nanostructure
formation. The dimensional confinement in one dimensional (1D) nanostructure en-
hances the transport of charge and spin by restricting the carriers to move in a par-
ticular direction [109, 110]. Due to the fewer co-ordination of the atoms at defects
and step edges the adsorbed molecules always prefer defects and step edges as their
adsorption sites. Hence, a step edge can be used as an ideal template guide for the
construction of 1D molecular nanostructures along the step edge. Metal phthalocya-
nine (MPc) molecules are one of the most studied organic semiconductors due to
their stable, planar chemical structure and excellent tunability of their chemical and
physical properties[111, 112].There are two ways to tune their chemical and physical
properties by changing the central metal ion or by functionalizing the molecule by
replacing the H atoms with functional groups. Incorporation of functional groups
opens up the possibility to enhance the intermolecular interaction to balance it with
the molecule-substrate interaction to develop substrate supported molecular self-
assembly. Formation of ordered nanostructures and their physical properties by
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incorporating functional groups to the molecule has been studied before[81, 113,
114]. In additon there are few studies of MPc adsorption at the monoatomic(MA)
step edge to form 1D chains which include FePc on Au(111)[115], CoPc on Vici-
nal Au(788)[108] and Au(111)[116], CoPc on fractional atomic step[110], CuPc on
TiO2(110) and TiO2(210)[117]. In every case MPc adsorbs across the step edge.
Only in case of Pb(111) MPcs m get adsorbed flat in the lower terrace whereas same
molecules on Au(111) adsorb across the step[118]. To the best of our knowledge
there are no reports of the adsorption behavior of functional Pc at the MA step edge.
We believe that in the presence of an extra functional group it can modify both the
intermolecular and molecule-substrate interaction.

Here, in this chapter we report a comparative study of the site-specific and orientation-
selective adsorption of CuPc and -CN functionalized CuPc(CN)8 at the monoatomic(MA)
step of Au(111) substrate carried out using LT-STM at 77K. At very low depo-
sition both the molecules prefer to adsorb across the Au(111) MA step edge to
form 1D chain and with increasing deposition the molecules start to form a mono-
layer self-assembly over the flat terraces. STM imaging of Pcs reveals their char-
acteristic planar geometry in the form of a 4-lobe structure [72] for both CuPc and
CuPc(CN)8[81]. For the step edge,CuPc molecules adsorb only in one configuration
with their two lobes positioned toward the upper terrace of the MA step edge and two
lobes toward the lower terrace. CuPc(CN)8 adsorbs in two distinct configurations at
the MA step edge, C1 where one lobe rests over the upper terrace with 3 lobes on
the lower terrace, and C2 where two lobes rest over the upper terrace with two lobes
on the lower terrace. These configurations are strongly site dependent and both form
1D nanostructures along the step edge. In the 1D chain with one lobe resting over
the upper terrace, molecules are observed to align in two specific angular orienta-
tions with respect to the MA step edge. STS measurements reveal a clear shift in
the HOMO energy of the CuPc(CN)8 molecule at the step edge for both configura-
tions with respect to the molecule adsorbed at flat terrace [81]. To get more insight
into site and orientation dependent adsorption behavior of CuPc(CN)8 we have done
extensive calculations using DFT, which are in accord with the experimental results.

3.2 Adsorption Behavior of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 at
Step Edge

Planar metal phthalocyanine(MPc) consists of two major parts - an inner core where
the metal ion can be placed by chemical functionalization to tune the magnetic prop-
erties, and an outer periphery where outer meso-hydrogens can be replaced with any
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FIGURE 3.1: Chemical Structure of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8

desired functional group. The central molecular core generally interacts with the sub-
strate to provide a site-specific adsorption while the functional groups in the outer
periphery ensure the interaction with nearby molecules. Figure 3.1 represents the
chemical structure of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 where 8 selected H atoms are substituted
with the cyano(CN) functional group[119].

The D4h symmetry of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 leads to a 4-lobe structure in STM
image [72] and thus, makes it easy to recognize and study the site and orientation de-
pendent adsorption behavior. The molecules were deposited on a clean Au(111) sur-
face for a very low deposition time to ensure only a sparse concentration of molecules
adsorbed over the surface at the lowest energy configuration without forming any
self assembly. Sample preparation and Experimental details are described in section
2.4.4. Similar to other metal phthalocyanine on metal surface [108, 115, 116, 118],
CuPc at very low coverage first adsorbs on to the MA step edge,a Figure 3.2a, as the
herringbone reconstruction on Au(111) are clearly visible on the terrace. The her-
ringbone reconstruction is a periodic array of wide face centered cubic(fcc) and the
narrow hexagonal close pack(hcp)stacking regions. At the interface between fcc and
hcp stacking the atoms go through a bridge transition along [11̄0] crystallographic
direction which appears as a bright line in STM image called soliton wall[120]. At
low deposition a few molecules are also observed only over the fcc region of the flat
terrace that suggests that after the step edge the next lowest energy adsorption site
is the fcc region over the flat terrace. Figure 3.2b is an enlarged STM image of the
same area where CuPc is clearly resolved at the MA step edge and over the terrace
with 4-lobe structure. Interestingly, the molecules at the steps are observed to be ad-
sorbed at the fcc region MA step edge(step edge at the top of Figure 3.2b) as there are
hcp regions that are not covered with molecules. We also don’t observe the CuPc at
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FIGURE 3.2: a) STM image of CuPc at very low coverage showing
step edges covered with molecules and few molecules at the fcc re-
gion over the flat terrace. b) Enlarged STM image showing molecule
at the fcc flat region and molecule at the step with two lobe resting
on the upper terrace. c) Cross-sectional profile across two lobes of
molecule on the terrace(red) and at step edge(black). d) STM image
of CuPc(CN)8 at very low coverage showing only the steps are cov-
ered with CuPc(CN)8 e) Enlarged STM image showing two distinct
configurations one lobe(C1) and two lobe(C2) resting over the upper
terrace at hcp and fcc region respectively. f) Line profile across the
two and one lobe configuration as indicated with dotted line in inset
image. A schematic of the molecule is shown in the inset of d) (black-
C, blue-N, white- H and green- CN). All images are taken at 0.2 nA

and 1.0 V.
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step edge to act as a nucleation centre to extend the molecular assembly in 2D. This
observation is very similar to FePc[115] and CoPc[108, 116] where both are seen
to adsorb on the fcc region of the MA step and very few molecules with one lobe
resting over the upper terrace are observed and these adsorption sites do not act as
nucleation centers to extend the assembly in 2D starting from the step edge. It seems
like the general tendency of Pc adsorption at MA step since as all Pc molecules have
the same skeletal 4-lobe structure.

The cross-sectional profile across the two lobes of CuPc at the flat terrace(red
curve) and at the step(black curve) are shown in Figure3.2 c. The positions of cross-
sectional profile are indicated by a red arrow, a black arrow, and a dotted line in
Figure 3.2b. Both the lobes of the molecule adsorbed on the terrace show the same
height. For the molecule adsorbed at the step edge, the height of the lobe at the lower
terrace is same but the height for the lobe resting on the upper terrace of the step
edge is decreased. From these two line profiles, the lesser lateral distance between
the two lobes reveals a tilted molecular plane at the step edge adsorption. For higher
coverage, CuPc binds in a tetramer unit cell geometry and forms a monolayer self
assembly that goes over the step edges and covers the Au(111) surface uniformly
[81].

Figure 3.2d shows the large area STM image of CuPc(CN)8 at very low depo-
sition, where only the MA step edges are observed to be covered with CuPc(CN)8.
Unlike CuPc, CuPc(CN)8 is not observed on the flat terrace deposited as a single
molecule. An enlarged STM image of CuPc(CN)8 adsorbed at step edge is shown in
Figure 3.2e. Here the herringbone reconstruction is clearly visible and the fcc and
hcp regions are marked. Two distinct configurations of CuPc(CN)8 are observed and
they are strongly dependent on the adsorption site. The two site-specific configura-
tions are (i) molecule binds with one lobe on the upper terrace and three lobes rest
on the lower terrace, at the hcp region indicated by green dotted rectangle at the MA
step edge, referred to as configuration C1, and (ii) molecule binds with two lobes
on the upper terrace and the other two lobes resting over the lower terrace at the fcc
region indicated by red dotted rectangle at the MA step referred to as configuration
C2. Configuration C1 and C2 both form 1D chain along the step edge direction. C1
can only be seen over hcp region while C2 can only be seen over the fcc region and
the molecules in both these configurations are a bit tilted toward the MA step edge.
A line profile of the lateral spacing of the lobe resting on the upper terrace (indicated
by dotted black line in inset figure) for both C1 and C2 configurations are shown in
Figure 3.2f. The lateral spacing along the step edge for configuration C1 is 1.26 nm
that is close to twice the spacing (0.7 nm) of the configuration C2 lobe spacing.

Among these two configurations C1 forms a long 1D chain along the step edge
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FIGURE 3.3: a)STM image of a single molecule adsorbed at step edge
with one lobe resting on the upper terrace. b) Cross-sectional profile
of the molecule along two principal axes marked with red and black
dotted arrow in a). c) 1D chain of CuPc(CN)8 molecule at step edge of
configuration C2 type with schematic drawing of molecule adsorption
at step edge. a) and c)(scale bar= 2 nm). Images are taken at 0.3 nA

and 1.2 V.

[11̄0] crystallographic direction when periodic stacking of wide fcc and narrow hcp
is perpendicular to the step direction and goes through the step. Figure 3.3a is the
STM image of a single CuPc(CN)8 molecule adsorbed at the step edge in C1 con-
figuration. This is similar to the FePc and CoPc with one lobe resting over the top
terrace.[115, 116] The black and red arrows indicate the two axes of the molecule.
The axis that crosses the step edge is perpendicular to the step edge direction. The
cross-sectional profile of the molecule along the two principal axes(indicated in Fig-
ure 3.3a) is shown in Figure 3.3b. The height of all three lobes bound to the lower
terrace is 1.74 nm. The height of the lobe bound to the upper terrace is 1.38 nm.
This asymmetric height might be due to the tilting or due to the difference in electron
density distribution at the step edge. Such adsorption has not been observed in case
of CuPc. CuPc(CN)8 shows this adsorption presumably due to the -CN functional
group. The nitrile nitrogen in CuPc(CN)8 binds more strongly to the substrate than
the H-atom in CuPc and stabilizes the C1 cofiguration for CuPc(CN)8. The forma-
tion of 1D chain along [11̄0] guided by step edges with the configuration C1 is shown
in Figure 3.3c. Unlike the single molecule adsorbed perpendicular to the step edge
in Figure 3.3a, in the 1D chain the molecules are adsorbed parallel to each other and
not exactly perpendicular to the step edge. Two specific angular orientations of the
molecule in 1D chain of ±26◦ with [11̄2] crystallographic direction were observed
as shown in Figure 3.3c. There is a transition point(marked by black arrow) where
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the molecular orientation goes from +26◦ to the -26◦. We have also observed long
chains with single molecular orientation either +26◦ or -26◦. Both orientational pref-
erences are equally probable. This is indicative of twinning behavior in 1D chain.
Twinning effect has been reported in a recent STM report of 2D molecular assem-
blies on graphite [121] where the origin of twinning is ascribed to the chirality in
the 2D system. The difference in orientations between a single molecule at step and
forming 1D chain is attributed to the enhanced intermolecular interaction in the 1D
chain. In the chain the molecule binds in such a way that each molecule participates
in total four C-H· · ·N≡ C hydrogen bonding-like interaction with the two nearest
neighbor molecules on the opposite side as shown in Figure 3.2c schematic drawing.
Such preferred angular orientation of molecules actually enhances the intermolecu-
lar interaction via C-H· · ·N≡ C hydrogen bonding-like bond formation. We believe
this is only possible when electronegative functional groups are there to enhance the
intermolecular interaction. Such orientation-specific 1D chain with one lobe resting
over top terrace has not been observed with any MPc on metal surface[108, 115,
116, 118]. The CuPc(CN)8 molecules within the 1D chain are very closely bound to
each other and it is defect-free which is evident as there is no gap or any structural
modification in the chain formation A molecule-laced step edge can also be use-

FIGURE 3.4: a)STM image of a molecules adsorbed adjacent to
molecule at step edge(green rectangle). b)C-H· · ·N≡ C interaction
between molecule next to the step edge molecule c) STM image of
2D assembly of CuPc(CN)8 nucleated from 1D chain at the step edge,
white and black dotted lines are direction of molecule at step edge and

on terrace. I=0.2 nA, V=1.2 V.

ful for designing heterointerfaces using organic molecules. Such chain formation at
step edge with hydrogen like bond is fundamentally important, also it may enhance
the electron transfer efficiency and make them important for technological applica-
tion[122, 123]. Step edge functionalized with a 1D molecular chain can be useful for
edge passivation to curtail inadvertent and unnecessary growth of molecular layers,
thereby limiting the on-surface coverage and the concomitant interplay of interac-
tion energies at the molecular level. A recent study of 4,4-biphenyl dicarboxylic
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acid (BDA) molecules on the step edges of Cu(001) revealed a strong interaction be-
tween the BDA molecules and step edges that can restrain nucleation on step edges
[94].Thus, step edges decorated with molecules can either act as roadblocks to arrest
this growth of molecular layers or as sites to advance the growth of the molecular
layer as seen in our case as discussed further ahead.

Each lobe corresponds to two adjacent nitrile of the CuPc(CN)8. In 1D chain of
C1 type adsorption shown in Figure 3.3c, for a particular molecule two lobes along
the step edge participate in forming C-H· · ·N≡ C interaction while rest of the two
lobes one in the upper terrace and one in the lower terrace remain available to interact
with other molecules via formation of C-H· · ·N≡ C interaction and can transform
this 1D assembly into 2D layer. Figure 3.4a shows that upon increasing the molecular
concentration a second set of molecules is seen to be adsorbed just next to the 1D
chain in the lower terrace. Each molecule participates in extra pairs of C-H· · ·N≡
C interactions, Figure 3.4b. Hence due to the nitriles, molecules in 1D chain act as
a nucleation center to expand the 1D chain into a 2D assembly that extend into both
upper and lower terraces (Figure 3.4c) and align the same orientation as the molecule
in MA step edge. The orientation of the molecule in the MA step edge(white dotted
line) and on the upper terrace(black dotted line) is parallel to each other, Figure 3.4c.
Thus the molecule at the step edge can act as a nucleation center to form the 2D
CuPc(CN)8 assembly through the step edge and the orientation of the molecules in
the upper or lower terraces will be determined by the orientation of the molecule in
the 1D chain along the step edge.

FIGURE 3.5: a)STM image of molecules adsorbed on flat terrace.
b)Molecules on both terraces have different orientation and do not

align with the molecules at step edge I=0.2 nA, V=1.2 V.

Such step edge nucleation has not been observed with CuPc. In case of CuPc,
molecules go over the flat terrace even before saturating the step edge as shown in
Figure3.5a. The hcp region at the step edge remains empty but molecules can be seen
on the terrace at fcc region. These molecules on the terrace did not diffuse next to
the molecules at step edge. CuPc self-assembly on both the upper and lower terrace
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are not dependent on orientation of the step edge molecule. The molecules next to
the step edge adsorb randomly and then form an independent assembly as shown in
Figure 3.5b. The angular orientation of the molecules in upper and lower terrace
are entirely different( black arrows represent the molecular orientation). For higher
coverage , CuPc(CN)8 forms a tetramer unit cell on the flat terraces and self-assemble
into 2D clusters[81]. A striking observation at higher coverage for both CuPc and
CuPc(CN)8 is that CuPc(CN)8 assemble into 2D clusters whereas CuPc forms a 2D
monolayer on Au(111) surface without cluster formation prior to the full coverage
[81].

To study the electronic properties of the CuPc(CN)8 molecules adsorbed at step
edge in C1 and C2 configurations, STS measurements are carried out and compared
with the dI/dV spectra of the CuPc(CN)8 molecule on the terrace(marked as A) at
77 K, Figure 3.6 . All the dI/dV spectra were taken at the center of the CuPc(CN)8
molecule and show a similar profile; namely, distinct HOMO and LUMO peaks are
observed at negative and positive energy (bias voltage). However, the HOMO peak
of molecule at step C1 and C2 is slightly shifted from that of the molecule at the
terrace but the LUMO peak remains almost in the same position at around ∼ 2.1 V.
The HOMO energies for A, C2 and C1 are -2.2, -2.0 and -1.9 V respectively(Figure

FIGURE 3.6: Two STM images are shown(left). dI/dV spectra for
molecule inside a 2D cluster(red curve), C1 one lobe(blue curve) and
C2 two lobes(pink curve) resting over the top terrace are presented in

the graph. I=0.2 nA, V=1.2 V.

3.6)(Histogram plot for the HOMO and LUMO positions is shown in Appendix C).
Thus, going from the CuPc(CN)8 molecule in a cluster over the flat terrace to two
lobe resting over the top terrace(C2) to one lobe resting over the top terrace(C1) the
LUMO energy decreases. This shift in the dI/dV spectra of step edge molecule with
respect to the molecule on the terrace can be attributed to the tilted molecular plane
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due to the adsorption at the step edge. This tilted configuration slightly changes the
distance between the central Cu(II) ion and the surface Au atom (dCu−Au), and is
responsible for the shift in dI/dV. This shift of HOMO can also be interpreted as
a small variation of the HOMO-LUMO gap. Having four lobes oriented such that
the molecular plane is parallel to the surface leading to weaker interaction with the
surface and HOMO is at -2.2 V. The C2 orientation with two lobes up and the tilted
molecular plane, binds more strongly with the surface, HOMO is at -2.0 V. For C1
orientation with one lobe up the tilt is further enhanced, and the HOMO is at -1.9 V.
Thus the decrease in HOMO-LUMO gap energy follows the trend – molecule within
the cluster –> 2 lobe up –> 1 lobe up. The shifting of HOMO to lower energy is
an interesting connection between the change in the structural configuration of the
molecule and its direct impact on the electronic properties at the molecular level.
Such a control of these shifts can be useful to customize structure-property dynamics
within the molecules for targeted applications.

3.3 Density Functional Theory Calculations

The complex interaction of CuPc(CN)8 molecule on the Au(111) step edge was in-
vestigated via extensive first-principles density functional theory. It was earlier found
that on flat Au(111) surface, the CuPc(CN)8 molecule is absorbed at the hcp-hollow
site, where the Cu-ligand axis is rotated by ∼ 30◦ from the Au-[11̄0] direction[81].
This azimuthal rotation plays an important role while absorbed at the step-edge,
which is along the [11̄0] crystallographic direction, Figure 3.3c. For absorptions
at both fcc and hcp sites, two distinct configurations at the step-edge, (i) two lobes of
CuPc(CN)8 are resting over the upper terrace and two on the lower terrace (C2 con-
figuration, Figure 1e dotted red square), and (ii) A 45◦ rotated configuration, where
one lobe each is resting over the upper and lower terrace, while two other lobes are
along the step edge (C1 configuration, Figure 1e dotted green square) were compu-
tationally studied. At the step edge, the absorbed molecules have a new degree of
freedom and can tilt by an angle τ , which optimizes the electronic interaction be-
tween the molecule and stepped substrate. The two-lobe C2 configuration adsorbed
at the hcp-site to be the ground state has a strong electronic interaction of −3.03 eV,
which is tilted at the step-edge by τ ∼ 9◦ [Figure 3.7(a)]. The height of the central
Cu(II)-ion is calculated to be 2.65 Å above the upper terrace. In contrast, the tilted
one-lobe C1 configuration absorbed at the hcp-site is computed to be metastable with
−2.59 eV binding energy [Figure 3.7(b)]. Tilting of CuPc(CN)8 molecule at the step
edge increases the binding energy of C1 configuration by about 0.44 eV from the cor-
responding C2 configuration. Furthermore, the otherwise flat CuPc(CN)8 becomes
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non-planar and bends [Figure 3.7(a) and (b)]. The simulated STM images clearly
indicate two and one lobe for C2 and C1 configurations Figure 3.7(c) and (d). These
computational findings are in excellent agreement with the present experimental re-
sults that the two-lobe absorption is more favorable than one-lobe absorption Figure
1e . In contrast, the adsorption at the fcc step edge site are found to be much higher
in energy (∼ 0.45 eV) and thus are not preferable. The current results are in contrast
to FePc absorption on Au(111) step edge, where the fcc site is preferred over the hcp
site [115] . In comparison to the adsorption at the hcp step edge, the adsorption at the
hcp site on a flat Au(111) surface maximizes the electronic interaction of the aza-N
atoms with the Au-substrate. Further, an azimuthal rotation of the Cu-ligand axis
about the [11̄0] direction increases this interaction, and the molecule binds strongly
on the flat Au(111) surface with −5.86 eV binding energy.
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FIGURE 3.7: Top and side views of the optimized configurations of
the absorbed CuPc(CN)8 at the high-symmetry hcp-site on Au(111)
step edge (a) Two lobes on the upper terrace (C2 configuration) and (b)
one lobe on the terrace(C1 configuration). In both cases, the molecule
tilts and bends at the step edge to optimize the absorption energy. (c,
d) The simulated STM images at bias voltages -2.72, and -2.68 V
for the C2 and C1 configurations, respectively. (e) The Cu-projected
spin-polarised density of states, calculated with 0.1 eV smearing , and
compared with the molecule at the gas-phase and the molecule ab-
sorbed at the flat Au(111) surface. While the localized dx2−y2 gen-
erates the magnetic moment, the dz2 interacts with the STM tip to
generates the tunneling current. The shift in dz2 with respect to the
different adsorption configuration is in excellent agreement with the

present experimental result.

The calculated spin-polarized density of states (DOS) indicates the 1µB mag-
netic moment for gas-phase CuPc(CN)8 arises from the singly occupied localized
Cu-dx2−y2 orbital located at −0.45 eV below the Fermi level [Figure 3.7(e)]. Due
to the structural reconstruction of the molecule at the step edge, this moment gen-
erating localized Cu-dx2−y2 orbital is pushed down in energy to −0.74 and −0.71
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eV for the C2 and C1 configurations, respectively. This gives rise to 1µB moment
for both configurations. In contrast, the Cu-dx2−y2 orbital is localized at −0.85 eV,
while the molecule is absorbed at the flat Au(111) surface [81]. It is important to note
here that the in-plane Cu-dx2−y2 orbital does not contribute to the tunnelling current,
and the calculated DOS indicates that Cu-dz2 is exposed to the STM tip, which is
thus the measured HOMO in the present STM experiment. Here the observation is
two-fold [Figure 3.7 (e)]. First, for all cases, the Cu-dz2 orbital is much broader in
energy than the same in the gas-phase, which indicates a strong interaction with the
Au(111) surface. Second, the Cu-dz2 orbital is pushed down in energy to −2.72 and
−2.68 eV for the C2 and C1 configurations, respectively, with respect to −2.48 eV
for the gas-phase CuPc(CN)8. In contrast, for the most probable adsorption on the
flat terrace, the Cu-dz2 lies at −2.85 eV with respect to the Fermi level. This trend in
HOMO energy,–molecule within the cluster –> 2 lobe up –> 1 lobe up, is in excellent
qualitative agreement with the present experimental observation in Figure 3.6.

3.4 Conclusions

Using LT-STM imaging the adsorption of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 molecules at the
MA step edges of Au(111) surface has been investigated. While CuPc adsorbs in one
configuration, there are two adsorption configurations for CuPc(CN)8 at the Au(111)
step edge forming 1D linear chains. The alignment of CuPc(CN)8 molecules in one
of these configurations enables a transition from a linear 1D assembly to a 2D planar
assembly upon higher coverage of molecules. STS measurements show that there
is a systematic shift of HOMO to higher energy as the molecule changes its con-
figuration. This is a direct correlation between the adsorption morphology and the
local electronic structure of the molecule. The result from DFT calculations for
CuPc(CN)8 adsorption and the shift of HOMO are in accord with the experimental
results. Our work advances the current understanding of the step edge-molecule in-
teraction and intermolecular interactions and thereby demonstrates that changing the
pendant group of phthalocyanine can act as a handle for designing specific adsorption
morphologies at the molecular level.
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Chapter 4

Energy-Specific Chirality in Cyano
Substituted CuPc

4.1 Introduction

Self-assembly is a ubiquitous phenomenon and has its hallmark in various systems
at all length scales ranging from carbon atoms in interstellar medium, [124]organic
molecules in interstellar ices,[125]and proteins in cephalopods[126] to three dimen-
sional photonic crystals[127]. Molecular self-assembly in solution as well as in
solid phase relies on the collective strength of noncovalent interactions[128]. For
polymerization induced by visible light, nanoparticles in different morphologies of
self-assembly can be realized in solution,[129] whereas for substrate-supported self-
assembly of diacetylene molecules, polymerization by UV light has been demon-
strated to template the surface[130]. Conjugated polymers, with their propensity for
supramolecular self-assembly, have proved to be promising for applications in opto-
electronic devices.[131–134] Surface self-assembly entails a rich mix of physisorp-
tion and chemisorption, giving rise to a coordinated network of atoms and molecules
on surfaces. It indulges in covalent as well as noncovalent bonds, thereby making this
supramolecular chemistry indispensable for interdisciplinary advances toward new
functionalities[135]. In the case of organic molecular self-assembly, phthalocyanines
(Pc) are one of the prime members of organic functional materials with applications
in molecular photovoltaics. Their potential to enhance the efficiency of solar cells
by using different anchoring groups or ligands has been well-demonstrated[136].
Surface-supported Pcs like (RuPc)2 dimers are promising entities for spintronics and
nanoscale devices[137]. The introduction of functional groups to the periphery of
the Pc core opens up the possibility of more in-plane intermolecular interactions be-
tween adsorbed molecules on a surface[138]. Adding an electron-withdrawing group
to phthalocyanine tunes it remarkably for high-performance electronic device appli-
cations.[139] It is an effective way to tailor different types of self-assemblies and
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molecular architectures[140] with desirable properties for targeted applications in or-
ganic electronic and optoelectronic devices[141, 142]. Many molecular assemblies
have directional intermolecular interactions guiding a wide range of one- and two-
dimensional (1D and 2D) supramolecular self-assemblies,[143, 144] while in other
assemblies a balance of the interaction strengths between intermolecular interaction
and molecule–substrate interaction[145] forms a bimolecular structure,[146] mak-
ing the self-assembly relevant for spintronics.[147] Molecular self-assembly on 2D
materials is also pertinent from the viewpoint of surface functionalization of the 2D
substrates. This functionalization, either covalent or noncovalent, has the potential to
exploit the inherent properties of the 2D materials and to enhance them for dedicated
objectives like flex electronics[148].Chiral molecules carry properties of mirror sym-
metry and handedness. The adsorption and assembly of chiral molecules on a surface
leads to symmetry breaking, leaving chiral signatures that include molecule–surface
interactions[149]. If both the molecule and the surface are achiral, the local chi-
rality at a single molecule upon adsorption can lead to supramolecular chirality at
the assembly level through weak, noncovalent bonding interactions[150]. These
interactions are substantially weaker than the covalent bonding within a molecule.
These noncovalent interactions can lead to chirality in different forms, for example,
surface-induced chirality in a single molecule[151] or in a 2D supramolecular assem-
bly.[152, 153] Achiral molecules with a specific geometry can self-assemble through
intermolecular interactions like hydrogen bonding. Such a self-assembly shows or-
ganizational chirality[154–156]. Also, the molecules can encounter conformational
changes upon adsorption and exhibit chirality that arises from a change in the con-
formation of the molecules[157, 158]. Apart from these chiral manifestations, there
is one more important kind of chirality that is completely electronic in nature and
has recently been observed in copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) on Ag(100)[159] and
ZnPc on Cu(100)[160]. This type of chirality is independent of the geometrical struc-
ture of the molecule, but it is energy-dependent. It occurs at specific energies, which
means it represents the chiral nature of the molecule at a specific orbital energy. How
pendant-group substitution of a phthalocyanine can enhance its intermolecular inter-
actions and introduce energy-specific chirality in its self-assembly forms the premise
of our study.

In continuation with step edge adsorption study in chapter 3, here in this chapter
two dimensional (2D) self assembly of CuPc(CN)8[119] on flat terrace of Au(111)
has been explored using STM and STS at 77K. We then compare it with the self-
assembly of CuPc on flat terrace of Au(111). Both these molecules assemble to
form a tetramer unit cell on the surface. They exhibit adsorption-induced organiza-
tional chirality, which arises due to the characteristic arrangement of molecules in
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the assembly. The herringbone reconstruction of Au(111) remains unperturbed upon
CuPc(CN)8 assembly, but for the CuPc assembly it increases, which is indicative of
a stronger molecule–substrate interaction than intermolecular interaction for CuPc
as compared to CuPc(CN)8. STS measurements can determine the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) en-
ergy levels for the molecule in its self-assembled mode. A remarkable observation
from STS is that as the chemical structure of the molecule is changed from CuPc to
CuPc(CN)8, the HOMO–LUMO gap increases from 3.0 eV (for CuPc) to 4.46 eV.
To verify and to gain more insight into these results, we have done extensive calcu-
lations using density functional theory (DFT). Both our experimental observations
are well-supported by these calculations. Apart from the organizational chirality,
the voltage-dependent STM images reveal the chiral nature of individual CuPc(CN)8
molecules on Au(111) only at LUMO energy, whereas such chirality is not present in
the assembly of CuPc on Au(111). This voltage-dependent chirality in the 2D assem-
bly of CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111) is characterized by orbital energy dependence, thereby
making it completely electronic in nature. At LUMO energy, the handedness of each

FIGURE 4.1: a) STM image of CuPc(CN)8 clusters over flat terrace.
b) STM image of a single cluster with herringbone reconstruction in
backgrounds c) Enlarged molecular resolution STM image showing
the relative arrangement of the molecule. Unit vectors ~a and ~b are
shown to specify the unit cell in the assembly Inset showing a ball-
and-stick model of CuPc(CN)8 superimposed on a single molecule.
d)STM image of CuPc monolayer coverage on Au(111) e) Enlarged
STM image showing herringbone periodicity increased to 7.2 nm. f)
Molecular resolution showing identical unit cell formation to c) I=0.2

nA, V=1.0 V.
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chiral molecule is decided by the direction of the dipolar coupling interaction in the
tetramer unit cell. On the basis of comparison of CuPc on Au(111) with CuPc(CN)8
on Au(111), we claim that the antiparallel dipolar coupling interaction present in
the CuPc(CN)8 tetramer, a consequence of cyano substitution of CuPc, strengthens
the intermolecular interaction and plays a pivotal role in chiral manifestation in the
CuPc(CN)8 molecular self-assembly at LUMO energy. Thus, a combination of our
work, experimental findings from STM and STS, and supporting DFT calculations
gives us a holistic picture of the system under study and installs a footprint arising
from cyano substitution of CuPc.

4.2 2D self-assembly of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 on flat
terrace of Au(111)

CuPc(CN)8 molecules were deposited on the Au(111) surface. These molecules as-
semble in the form of hundred-nanometer-sized rectangular clusters scattered over
the Au(111) surface, and in some cases the assembly spills over the step edges as
shown in STM image in Figure 4.1a. The enlarged STM image of one such clus-
ter is shown in Figure 4.1b where these square-planar CuPc(CN)8 molecules are
assembled in a rectangular array. Through the array and in the background of the
array, the bright lines are the lines of the herringbone reconstruction.This reconstruc-
tion is attributed to the atoms in the topmost layer being compressed by 4.5% in
the [110] direction, thereby placing 23 atoms over the 22 atoms in the underneath
layer. To remain thermodynamically stable, this compression leads to the formation
of a periodic array of cubic close packed face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) regions. The interface between the hcp and fcc regions is marked
by a dotted line in Figure 4.1 b. These regions are separated by a region where
atoms go through a bridge-site transition that appears as a bright line in the STM
image called a soliton wall.[120] A pair of soliton walls is called herringbone, and
their average separation is 6.34 nm on Au(111). This separation, also referred to
as herringbone reconstruction periodicity, is a sensitive tool to measure the inter-
action strength of an absorbed molecule upon a substrate. For a strong interaction
between the adsorbed molecules on Au(111), the herringbone separation increases
from 6.34 nm and disappears when all the 4.5% Au atoms are removed depending
on the strength of the interaction.[91, 161–163] For the CuPc(CN)8 assembly, the
herringbone spacing is 6.30 nm (Figure 4.1b) which is same as its free space value.
Hence, the self-assembly does not remove the reconstruction, indicating weak van
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der Waals bonding between CuPc(CN)8 and the Au(111) surface. The 4-fold sym-
metry of CuPc(CN)8 is observed in the self-assembly as a 2D square lattice. Fig-
ure 4.1c shows close-up STM images of the assembly where the 2D lattice has unit
cell parameters ~a = ~b = 1.56 nm and the molecules have a high packing density
of 0.41 molecule/nm2. A schematic of CuPc(CN)8 molecule is superimposed with
the STM image shown in the inset of Figure 4.1c. The self-assembly of CuPc is
shown in Figure 4.1d. These molecules form monolayer coverage [unlike clusters
for CuPc(CN)8], going over the step edges of Au(111).The assembly is planar and
each molecule has a square geometry as expected. The herringbone reconstruction
can be seen through the monolayer. The herringbone reconstruction periodicity for
this assembly is 7.2± 0.3 nm (Figure 4.1e), larger than the unperturbed 6.3 nm value
seen for CuPc(CN)8 as discussed previously.This enhanced herringbone periodicity
is a direct pointer to the stronger molecule–substrate interaction in the CuPc/Au(111)
assembly. CuPc exhibit the identical square lattice unit cell formation. The unit cell
vectors are ~a = ~b = 1.53 ± 0.1 nm and packing density is 0.43 molecule/nm2. To
investigate the other the other exciting phases of self-assembled growth of both the
molecules we have searched for different regions of the sample. We have observed
that both molecules form two different mirror symmetric square lattice unit cell with
similar unit cell vectors as mentioned above. Figure 4.2 a and b represent two mirror
symmetric unit cell for CuPc(CN)8. For CuPc Figure 4.2 c, and d are the two mirror
assembly with mirror symmetric unit cell. From the STM image it is clearly observed
that Figure 4.2a and c have the identical unit cell and corresponds to configuration α.
Where as the identical assembly in Figure 4.2 b and d corresponds β. The configura-
tion is referred to as α when the angle δ between the unit cell vector of the assembly
and the molecular symmetry axis M1 of CuPc(CN)8 is 32◦ ± 2◦ and as β when it
is 56◦ ± 2◦. The schematic of both configurations α and β are shown in Figure 4.2
e and f. These two configurations are mirror symmetric to each other.The assembly
of CuPc(CN)8 and CuPc over Au(111) shows the adsorption-induced organizational
chirality. For CuPc(CN)8 in both configurations, the unit vectors are ~a =~b = 1.56 nm.
Configurations α and β are unique to each molecular cluster and no mixed configu-
ration was seen in any cluster.The black dotted lines in Figure 4.2 e and f denote the
probable intermolecular H···NC hydrogen bonding between CuPc(CN)8 molecules
that mediates the intermolecular attraction, gives rise to a 2D close-packed assembly
on Au(111), and guides the pattern formation. This is similar to the self-assembly
of ZnPcCl8, where the 2D hydrogen-bonded network is formed due to H···Cl in-
teractions.[162] In this case, it is the highly electronegative nitrogen belonging to
the cyano group that interacts with two hydrogen atoms of the nearest neighboring
molecule. In addition to the hydrogen bonding, there is an intrinsic dipole due to
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FIGURE 4.2: a) STM image of CuPc(CN)8 clusters over flat terrace.
b) STM image of a single cluster with herringbone reconstruction in
backgrounds c) Enlarged molecular resolution STM image showing
the relative arrangement of the molecule. Unit vectors ~a and ~b are
shown to specify the unit cell in the assembly Inset showing a ball-
and-stick model of CuPc(CN)8 superimposed on a single molecule.
d)STM image of CuPc monolayer coverage on Au(111) e) Enlarged
STM image showing herringbone periodicity increased to 7.2 nm. f)
Molecular resolution showing identical unit cell formation in c) I= 0.2

nA, V= 1.0 V.

each cyano group, and these also interact with each other in the molecular assem-
bly. This interaction is the antiparallel dipolar coupling and was also observed in
the self-assembly of cyano-functionalized porphyrins [143] and triarylamines [164]
on Au(111). Both hydrogen-bonding and dipolar-coupling intermolecular interac-
tions stabilize the self-assembly, giving rise to submonolayer domains of different
sizes and shapes. No single CuPc(CN)8 molecule adsorption was observed on the
Au(111) surface even at low coverage, as the substrate was held at room temperature
during molecule deposition, but observing single molecules at very low temperature
like 5 K is plausible. Only 2D regions with tetramers were observed. Also con-
spicuous by its absence was the formation of 1D chain. This could be due to the
high affinity for hydrogen bonding in all four in-plane directions. The black dotted
lines for the CuPc unit cell denote the probable intermolecular van der Waals interac-
tions between the CuPc molecules that bind the assembly, in addition to the stronger
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molecule–substrate interaction evidenced by the 7.2 ± 0.3 nm herringbone recon-
struction periodicity that makes the CuPc/Au(111) self-assembly stable. During STS

FIGURE 4.3: dI/dV spectra at the center of molecule for CuPc(green)
and CuPc(CN)8 (orange). HOMO and LUMO peaks for CuPc(CN)8
are at -2.3 V and 2.0 V and for CuPc they are at -1.5 and 1.5 V.The
Au(111) surface state at -0.5 V is indicated by the black trace in the
dI/dV spectra over Au(111) (black). The blue dotted oval highlights
the absence of the Au(111) surface state in the CuPc gap, the presence
and a slight shift of the Au(111) surface state toward the Fermi level
in the CuPc(CN)8 gap, and the surface state of bare Au(111) surface

measurements, the tunneling of electrons through the HOMO and LUMO gives rise
to peaks in dI/dV. The dI/dV spectra were taken at the center of the molecule, for
both CuPc(CN)8 and CuPc, and were measured for several molecules located in dif-
ferent positions on the substrate. The average of dI/dV spectra taken over CuPc(CN)8
molecule (orange curve), over CuPc molecule (green curve), and on the bare Au(111)
substrate (black curve) are shown in Figure 4.3. As seen in Figure 2, for CuPc(CN)8,
the LUMO occurs at 2.0 V and the HOMO occurs at -2.3 V with reference to the
Fermi energy at V = 0 V. For CuPc, the LUMO occurs at 1.5 V and the HOMO
occurs at -1.5 V.The key result of these spectra is that the HOMO–LUMO gap in-
creases from 3.0 to 4.3 V upon going from CuPc to CuPc(CN)8. The STS curve
was measured over molecules in different positions of the cluster, but no signifi-
cant change was observed with respect to the STS peak position. Since the spec-
tra were recorded at different sites on Au(111), any substrate site-dependent orbital
energy fluctuation, as seen in other systems, can be ruled out.[165] Spin density
functional theory (SDFT) calculations have shown that the band gap increases from
CuPc (1.1 eV) to F16CuPc (1.4 eV).[166] For our system, we speculate that the in-
crease in HOMO-LUMO gap from CuPc to CuPc(CN)8 is a consequence of the role
played by the cyano groups. The HOMO-LUMO gap is also known to be affected
by molecule–substrate interaction: as the molecule–substrate interaction decreases,
the HOMO-LUMO gap increases. This is due to reduced screening of the substrate
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that enhances the Coulomb repulsion for tunneling electrons.[167, 168] Our observa-
tion of the increased HOMO-LUMO gap for the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) system, where
the molecule–substrate interaction is weaker compared to the CuPc/Au(111) system
as evidenced by the intact herringbone periodicity and by the presence of surface
state[169] in the STS data for the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) system, is consistent and in
line with the expected behavior of such molecule–substrate systems. The substrate
molecule interaction in self-assembly of CuPc is stronger than that of CuPc(CN)8,
as seen from the change in periodicity of the herringbone reconstruction of Au(111)
through the assembly. This is also reflected in the dI/dV spectrum of CuPc (green
trace in Figure 4.3), where the Au(111) surface state is not seen. However, the surface
state can be seen in the dI/dV spectrum of CuPc(CN)8 (orange trace in Figure 4.3).
Thus, our inference of the molecule–substrate interaction for the CuPc/Au(111) sys-
tem being stronger than the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) system is validated by the change
in herringbone reconstruction periodicity, the quenching of the surface state for the
CuPc/Au(111) system, and the trend of the HOMO–LUMO gap variation. The slight
shift of the Au(111) surface state toward the Fermi level in the case of CuPc(CN)8
can be ascribed to the phenomenon of molecular adsorption upon Au(111), albeit
with a weak van der Waals interaction[170].

4.3 DFT Calculations for CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111)

To corroborate the complex structural modulation of Au(111) substrate and the elec-
tronic interaction of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 molecules with the substrate, we have
performed extensive ab initio calculations within DFT implemented in VASP[96,
97]. An unreconstructed Au(111) slab model is a good approximation for study-
ing the electronic properties of single CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 molecules, along with
the structural changes of the substrate that may occur due to molecular adsorp-
tion. There are four high-symmetry adsorption sites on Au(111) surface, namely,
the top, hcp-hollow, fcc-hollow, and bridge sites. However, the orientation of the ad-
sorbed molecules is complex due to their rotational degree of freedom with respect
to the crystalline direction of the substrate. We find that both CuPc and CuPc(CN)8
molecules are adsorbed at the hcp-hollow site. The most stable azimuthal orientation
of the Cu–ligand axis for both molecules is rotated by∼30 ◦ from the [110] direction
of the Au(111) surface (Figure 4.4 a and b). Such azimuthal rotation increases the
binding energy by 0.25 and 0.06 eV for CuPc and CuPc(CN)8, respectively, from the
corresponding hcp-hollow site adsorption. The CN group in (R)-CuPc(CN)8 strongly
influences the interaction with substrate and binds strongly (-5.86 eV) compared to
(R)-CuPc (-4.66 eV). The trend in the binding energy can be explained in terms of
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FIGURE 4.4: (a, b) Configurations of adsorbed molecules and (c) cor-
responding density of states. Both (a) CuPc and (b) CuPc(CN)8 are
adsorbed at the high-symmetry hcp-hollow site on Au(111) substrate
with ∼30 ◦ azimuthal rotation of the Cu ligand about the [1 10] di-
rection of the substrate. (c) Spin-polarized density of states projected
on Cu, calculated with 0.1 eV smearing and compared with the cor-
responding molecule in the gas phase. The Cu dx2−y2 and Cu dz2

orbitals are shown.

the interaction between sp2 orbitals localized on aza-N atoms with the Au atoms,
as will be discussed.[159] The average vertical distance between aza-N atoms for
(R)-CuPc(CN)8 with Au(111) substrate is found to be much shorter, 3.11 Å, com-
pared to that for (R)-CuPc, which is 3.23 Å. Thus, (R)-CuPc(CN)8 binds strongly
through the increased interaction between aza-N atoms and Au substrate. Conse-
quently, in their optimized configurations, a remarkable net charge transfer of 0.55
and 1.22 electrons into the CuPc and CuPc(CN)8 molecules, respectively, obtained
from the Bader charge analysis,[171] explains the trend in adsorption energy. The
experimental trend observed in the herringbone reconstruction can be qualitatively
explained by investigating the structural details of the top Au layer without and with
absorbed molecules. Within the PBE exchange–correlation functional,[171] the dis-
tance between successive Au(111) layers for bulk Au is a/

√
3 - 2.40 Å, where a is

the lattice parameter (4.16 Å). Due to the lack of periodicity, the top layer of the bare
Au(111) surface is reconstructed such that the vertical distance from the top layer
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to the layer below decreases to 2.37Å, whereas the layers below are unperturbed.
While the adsorption of (R)-CuPc(CN)8 does not perturb this picture, the (R)-CuPc
molecule pulls up the Au atoms below by an amount of 0.01 Å. This explains the
observation of modified herringbone reconstruction periodicity in STM images for
CuPc molecular assemblies. Thus, while the periodicity of the herringbone recon-
struction is unperturbed for (R)-CuPc(CN)8 absorption, remaining intact at 6.3 Å,
for (R)-CuPc this periodicity increases to 7.2 ± 0.3 Å. The calculated spin-polarized
density of states (DOS) indicates that the magnetic moments of 1µB for CuPc and
0.92µB for CuPc(CN)8 arise from the singly occupied localized Cu dx2−y2 orbital,
which lie at -0.5 and -0.85 eV with respect to the Fermi level (Figure 4.4c). This is in
contrast to their gas-phase counterparts, where the Cu dx2−y2 orbital lies at∼-0.45 eV
for both molecules, and thus the cyano group does not affect the Cu d orbitals in the
gas phase. Note that dx2−y2 orbital does not contribute to the tunneling current, and
the DOS indicates that the HOMO is of Cu dz2 and exposed to the STM tip. Similar
to dx2−y2 orbital, in the gas phase the cyano group does not affect the energy position
of the dz2 orbital, which lies at -2.51 and -2.48 eV for CuPc and CuPc(CN)8, respec-
tively. However, the picture changes drastically when the molecules are adsorbed on
the Au(111) substrate. Owing to the presence of the cyano group, the Cu dz2 HOMO
is pushed deeper in energy at -2.85 eV due to stronger aza-N and Au interaction for
CuPc(CN)8/Au(111). However, this is unperturbed for (R)-CuPc/Au(111). This pic-
ture qualitatively explains the experimental trend in HOMO. The degenerate dxz and
dyz orbitals for both molecules lie deeper in energy compared to the corresponding
dz2 orbital.

4.4 Energy Specific Chirality in CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111)

With HOMO and LUMO energy levels as reference points, voltage-dependent imag-
ing was carried out for both CuPc(CN)8 and CuPc assemblies to see if the con-
formation of the self-assembled molecules undergoes any change as a function of
voltage. Figure 4.5 shows selective images related to this study. Note that the
adsorption-induced organizational chirality is present at all voltages. For CuPc(CN)8
on Au(111), no chiral contrast is seen in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap and at
HOMO energy. This is clear from the STM images at -2.3 V and 0.5 V (Figure
4.5 a,b), where the conformation remains unchanged. Apart from the organiza-
tional chirality, an unexpected chiral conformational change is observed at 2.0 V,
the LUMO energy, when the individual molecule in the tetramer conformation be-
comes chiral (Figure 4.5c). As chirality of an individual molecule is dependent on
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FIGURE 4.5: (a–c) Voltage-dependent STM images of CuPc(CN)8
on Au(111) at voltages corresponding to (a) HOMO, (b) in the gap,
and (c) LUMO for the same area, taken with constant current 0.2
nA. Among them, image c at 2.0 V shows chirality. (d–f) Voltage-
dependent STM images of CuPc on Au(111) at voltages correspond-
ing to (d) HOMO, (e) in the gap, and (f) LUMO for the same area,
taken with constant current 0.2 nA. No chirality is seen for the CuPc

assembly at any voltage.

the specific energy, it is electronic in nature [159]. The molecular assembly under-
goes a corresponding change that is enhanced with increasing positive bias voltage.
This electronic chirality emerges at the onset of LUMO energies from 1.8 V and re-
mains chiral up to applied bias of 2.5 V.This energy range matches with the onset of
the LUMO peak in the dI/dV spectra in Figure 4.3. The underlying organizational
chirality remains intact, and this energy-specific electronic chirality in individual
molecules emerges on top of the organizational chirality. In this assembly, an indi-
vidual molecule at LUMO energy becomes chiral so the chirality is propagating from
organizational to electronic chirality in an individual molecule. This is evident from
Figure 4.5 and will be discussed in further detail. For CuPc on Au(111), at HOMO
energy, there is a slight change in the appearance of the individual molecules in the
assembly (Figure 4.5d). Each lobe of the four-lobed molecule looks squarelike, as
opposed to the oval shape of the lobes. The oval shape is commonly seen at any en-
ergy in the gap (Figure 4.5e) and at LUMO energy (Figure 4.5f). Thus, no change in
the shape of the lobe occurs at any energy in the gap or at LUMO energy. The slight
deviation of the lobe shape at HOMO (-1.5 V) could be due to interaction of the
CuPc HOMO orbital with the Au(111) surface, as the CuPc/Au(111) interaction is
strong. A bias-dependent change in the molecular structure has been reported for the
BTDA-TCNQ/Au(111) supramolecular assembly at LUMO energy due to the unoc-
cupied states at LUMO energy.[172] The emergence of supramolecular chirality in
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CuPc(CN)8 at LUMO energy is a striking observation, and the absence of chirality
in the CuPc assembly is a pointer to the role played by the eight cyano groups in
contributing to this orbital-dependent electronic chirality that shows up only at the
specific LUMO energy. Such chiral behavior has been reported for CuPc/Ag(100)
for single CuPc molecules and in the CuPc self-assembly as well. The asymmetric
charge transfer between the molecules and the substrate is reported to induce this
chirality.[159]

4.5 Handedness of the Energy Specific Chirality

FIGURE 4.6: STM images of CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111). Images a and
b (10 nm × 10 nm) are taken at the LUMO energy of 2.0 V, I = 0.2
nA. They are labeled LEFT and RIGHT due to their chirality. (c, d)
Illustrations of the tetrameric assembly. Chiral directions are indicated
by the red solid arrows. Black dotted lines denote hydrogen bonding.
Green solid ovals represent the antiparallel dipolar coupling that gives

higher contrast in STM images at LUMO energy.

As the supramolecular self-assembly of CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111) becomes chiral
at LUMO energy, handedness emerges. The enantiomeric configurations α and β
exhibit left- and right-handed chirality at LUMO energy. Shown in Figure 4.6a,b
are the STM images taken with bias voltage 2.0 V, the LUMO energy. Schematic
tetrameric unit cells are shown in Figure4.6c,d. The organizational chirality, which
is seen independent of bias voltages, as discussed after Figure 4.2, is present in the
images in Figure4.6 a,b also. But the emergence of handedness at LUMO energy is
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an unprecedented observation. This is explained by use of the ball-and-stick model
of CuPc(CN)8 shown in Figure 4.6c,d. For the α configuration, the green oval in
Figure4.6c is a schematic representation of the antiparallel dipolar coupling between
the nearest-neighbor cyano groups. This coupling is shown by the white dotted oval
in the STM image (Figure 4.6a) of the α configuration. This explains the left-handed
chirality seen in the STM image. Similarly, for the β configuration, the green oval in
Figure4.6d represents the antiparallel dipolar coupling between the nearest-neighbor
-CN groups, reflected in the white dotted oval in the STM image (Figure 4.6b) of
the β configuration. This explains the right-handed chirality observed in the STM
image.

The STM images (Figure4.6a,b) reveal that the region between the two lobes in-
volved in the antiparallel dipolar coupling becomes bright. In both configurations,
each molecule has four such antiparallel dipolar coupling interactions involved with
each lobe. The direction of the anti parallel dipolar coupling interactions are exactly
opposite for configurations α and β( marked with green oval). The organizational
chirality uniquely defines the direction of the antiparallel dipolar coupling. This cou-
pling provides the handedness in the electronic chirality in the individual molecule
in configurations α and β at LUMO energy. Thus, the electronic and organizational
chirality are coupled and are irreversible. Thus we are able to comment, from the sub-
molecular resolution of the STM images of the tetrameric unit cell of the CuPc(CN)8
self-assembly on Au(111), that the antiparallel dipolar coupling seems to be the driv-
ing force for the observed chirality at LUMO energy in the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) sys-
tem. We emphasize that the chirality is turned on only at the LUMO energy, which
supports our observation of the weak interaction of CuPc(CN)8 with the Au(111)
substrate, thereby underscoring the lack of contribution from the substrate to this
unique observation of left- and right-handed chiral assemblies. The intermolecular
interaction in the CuPc(CN)8 assembly is augmented by the cyano groups, thus mak-
ing the cyano substitution of CuPc a clear contributor to this chiral behavior.

4.6 Conclusions

In summary, we have presented an atomic-scale investigation of the influence of
cyano substitution of CuPc on its molecular self-assembly. STM images of CuPc(CN)8
on Au(111) showed a self-assembly with a tetrameric unit cell that exhibited adsorption-
induced structural chirality and kept the herringbone reconstruction periodicity un-
perturbed. Monolayer coverage of CuPc on Au(111) also showed tetramers in two
mirror-symmetric configurations. But the herringbone reconstruction periodicity
was modified. This is indicative of a stronger molecule–substrate interaction in the
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CuPc/Au(111) assembly than in the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) assembly. From the STS
measurements, the HOMO–LUMO gap showed a drastic increment from 3.0 eV for
the CuPc/Au(111) system to 4.3 eV for the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) system. We attribute
these results to the partial cyanation of CuPc. These experimental findings of her-
ringbone periodicity modification and the variation of the HOMO–LUMO gap were
validated by ab initio DFT calculations. The voltage-dependent STM images unveil
the orbital-energy-specific chirality of the CuPc(CN)8 molecules and superimpose
right and left-handedness on the existing structural chirality within the assembly.
However, for CuPc no such energy-dependent chiral behavior was witnessed at any
orbital energy. Our work thus presents a strategy to functionalize molecules for pref-
erential interaction among them or with the underlying substrate, thereby enabling
surface functionalization and templating for applications in catalysis and gas sensing.
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Chapter 5

Molecular Doping Over Topological
Insulator Surface

5.1 Topological Insulator

Topological insulator (TI) is a new electronic phase of quantum matter. TIs have a
bulk insulating gap in the band structure similar to the ordinary insulator but their
surface is endowed with a conducting surface state.[93, 173] This behavior is exactly
opposite to an electric wire covered with an insulating coating on the outer surface
where the electric conduction is in the bulk and the outer surface is insulating. The
other important difference to note is that TI is not a composite of two different materi-
als. The same material behaves differently in the bulk and on the surface. The origin
of such electrically conducting surface state is mainly due to the intrinsic strong spin-
orbit coupling and time reversal symmetry. Electrical insulator and conductor are the

FIGURE 5.1: Schematic band diagram of a) Insulator, b) Semicon-
ductor and c) Conductor

two basic electronic phases of matter having a large band gap and a conductor having
an overlap in between the conduction and valence band. More interesting phase of
matter discovered later is the semiconductor where the gap between the two band
is lower than that of insulators and the electrical conduction can be due to electrons
and holes. An exotic phase of matter is called superconductor where the electrical
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conduction faces literally zero resistance in some systems due to electron-phonon
interaction. These three phases of matter have a common mode of charge carrier
transport inside the material and that depends only on the charge of the carrier. Cer-
tain peculiarities were seen in materials like Mott insulator, which should conduct
electricity according to the band theory but acts as an insulator without any gap in
the band structure.[174, 175] To explain such behavior in 1960s Kohn came up with
a new characterization of insulating state .[176] This characterization includes both
normal insulating phase and Mott insulator. In Kohn’s characterization electron in
an insulator was treated as occupying localized orbitals which are insensitive to the
perturbation on the boundary(Figure 5.2 a). Despite the presence of bulk energy gap

FIGURE 5.2: a) Insulating state where eleectron are bound to the lo-
calized orbital. b) corresponding band diagram c) Quantum hall state
in the bulk electrons are in localized orbital motion but conducting
state available due to the skipping orbital motion at the boundary. d)
Corresponding edge state appear in the energy gap. Picture adapted

from ref [177]

certain conducting states can be possible under some external field or due to the in-
trinsic properties of the material as discussed by Charles L. Kane and Eugene J Mele
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in "A new Spin on the Insulating state"[177] and Joel Moore in "The birth of Topo-
logical Insulator" [178]. The simplest example is the "quantum hall effect" when a
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the two dimensional electron gas. Due to
the perpendicular magnetic field electrons experience a perpendicular Lorentz force
resulting in circular orbital motion around the magnetic field lines(5.2 c), similar to
electron’s motion around an atom in an insulator. Quantum mechanics explains that
an energy gap is a result of the quantization of electron energy due to this orbital
motion. These quantized energy levels are called Landau levels. Basically for a
quantum hall system the bulk behaves as an insulator where the electron is bound to
the circular orbital motion and cannot conduct electricity. But the interesting thing
happens at the boundary. At the boundary electrons execute skipping orbital mo-
tion ( Figure 5.2 c) that results in a conducting state along the boundary which is
known as the edge state as shown in Figure 5.2 d. This edge state lets the charge
flow only in one direction. The direction of charge flow can be reversed by reversing
the direction of the magnetic field. Such conducting edge states can also be realized

FIGURE 5.3: a) Schematic of Dirac cone-like dispersion in the bulk
gap and spin-polarized surface state. b) Theoretically calculated band
structure of Bi2Se3 topological insulator where Dirac cone is clearly

visible in the bulk gap.

without a magnetic field but with strong intrinsic spin-orbit coupling in the material.
This effect is known as quantum spin hall effect[179, 180] and the material is known
as a two dimensional topological insulator(TI). In this case the spin-orbit coupling
which is basically the interaction between the electron spin angular momentum and
the orbital angular momentum leads to the spin up movement in one direction and
spin down in the opposite direction as shown in Figure 5.2 e. The corresponding
band structure is shown in the Figure 5.2 f. The edges are spin polarized and are
insensitive to the defects at the boundary [177].Time reversal symmetry also plays
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a very crucial role in such systems to make this spin-polarized conducting state ro-
bust. Time reversal symmetry simultaneously reverses the direction of propagation
and the direction of spin leads to interchanging this counter propagating conducting
state. Similar spin-polarized conducting state can also be possible for 3D materials
having strong spin-orbit coupling. But in this case the motion of the electron will
be in a 2D plane which is the surface of a 3D material. In case of 3D topological
insulator inspite of a bulk band gap, conducting surface states are observed to form
a Dirac cone-like dispersion in the gap as shown in Figure 5.3a. Similar to the one
dimensional edge state, these surface states are very robust against the defects and
any nonmagnetic impurities over the surface. The back scattering is also prohibited
due to the time reversal symmetry.

The first experimentally discovered 2D quantum hall system is the sandwich of a
thin layer of mercury telluride (HgTe) in between mercury cadmium telluride(HgxCd1−xTe)
thin layers.[179]. The first experimental observation of 3D topological insulator was
reported in the semiconducting alloy Bi1−xSbx using angle resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) in 2008 [181]. The band structure of Bi1−xSbx is compli-
cated and difficult to identify the topological signature easily. Later Bi2Se3,Bi2Te3
and Sb2Te3 were recognized as 3D topological insulators with a large band gap re-
ported by several groups.[80, 182–184]. All these three materials possess a single
Dirac cone-like surface state together with the bulk band gap. The position of Dirac
point is exactly in the middle of the bulk band gap (Figure 5.3 b) in Bi2Se3 which
makes it easy to identify in ARPES and STM experiments . The large band gap of
0.3eV(∼3600K) makes Bi2Se3 the most promising TI for room temperature applica-
tions.

5.2 Doping Bi2Se3 Surface With Molecules

5.2.1 Introduction

As discussed in section 5.1 topological insulators (TIs) are endowed with an insu-
lating bulk and unique metallic surface states. These surface states exhibit a Dirac
cone-like dispersion similar to graphene and are topologically protected by time re-
versal symmetry[93, 178, 182–184]. The strong spin-orbit coupling in these surface
states couples the spin degree of freedom with the momentum making the surface
states immune to back scattering[185]. Thus the electron transport becomes spin-
polarized. This makes the TIs promising candidates for the field spintronics and
quantum computing. A guided manipulation of such surface states can lead to explo-
ration of new exotic physical properties like unconventional superconductivity,[186]
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Majorana bound state,[187] spin transport and torque devices,[25, 188, 189] fault
tolerant quantum computing[190]. Quasiparticle scattering phenomena in topolog-
ical insulator surface state of Bi2Se3 off defects probed by STM and STS have re-
vealed the robust symmetry protection of TI surface state [191]. Though the non-
magnetic metal doping doesn’t affect the surface state, doping with magnetic metal
atom [192, 193] or metal-organic complex [194] is observed to disrupt the surface
state by breaking the time reversal symmetry and opening a gap at the Dirac point.
Similar gap opening also observed due to the out-of-plane anisotropy of the magnetic
moments of Fe. [195] The gap opening at the Dirac point is also explained by the
observation of band bending and quantization of valence and conduction band for
carbon monoxide adsorption over Bi2Se3.[196] Other recent experiments with mag-
netic doping have established the robustness of the surface state and no gap opening
was observed.[197–199] The gap opening can only happen when there is sufficiently
strong local magnetic moment or any magnetic ordering over the surface. This ro-
bustness of surface state is the necessary condition for forming a hybrid interface be-
tween metal atoms/metal-organic molecules and topological insulator surface. The
hybrid interface can lead us to design new class of spintronics materials by tailoring
the electronic properties of TI.[200–202] Metal Phthalocyanines (MPc) are the most
promising and well studied organic molecules which host a transition metal ion with
partially filled d orbitals at their center. These molecules are already characterized
with their excellent electronic properties[203], giant magnetoresistance[204], spin
doping[205] and high spin relaxation.[206] On Bi2Te3 surface, also known for its TI
properties, different Pc molecules form a well ordered self-assembly depending on
the interaction strength of the center metal atom and TI surface, thereby enabling the
tailoring of the electronic and magnetic properties of the Pc-TI heterointerface[207].
A strong hybridization between molecular orbitals and substrate is observed in case
of MnPc on Bi2Te3[208]. An in-plane magnetic anisotropy is also observed for FePc
monolayer over Bi2Te3[209]. All such studies confirm the unaffected topological sur-
face state after doping with organic molecules. The manipulation of TI surface state
mainly due to the charge transfer at the interface is evident for MnPc on Bi2Te3[209]
and CoPc on Bi2Se3[210]. A recent theoretical and experimental study shows the
dependence of electronic properties on the hybridization strength for organic -TI in-
terface and Rashba-split interface state can arise for strong hybridization[211].

5.2.2 Structure of Bi2Se3 and organic molecules

Bi2Se3 has rhombohedral crystal structure and belongs to the R3m space group. Each
unit cell consists of total five atomic layers as shown in Figure 5.4 a and an alternating
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FIGURE 5.4: a) Rhombohedral crystal structure of Bi2Se3. b) Top
view along the z-direction. The triangle lattice in one quintuple layer
has three different positions, denoted as A, B and C. c) Side view
of the quintuple layer structure. Along the z-direction, five consec-
utive layer Se-Bi-Se-Bi-Se in the red rectangle is called Quintuple
layer. Bi2Se3 is consist of repeated stacking of quintuple layer. Pic-

ture source [182]

layer stacking of Bi and Se atoms. Figure 5.4 b represents the position of Bi and Se
atom within each layer in the xy plane.

From the side view it is clearly seen that there is a five atomic layer unit consist-
ing of Se-Bi-Se-Bi-Se layer, called Quintuple Layer(QL) as shown in Figure 5.4 c by
red rectangle. Inside the QL the atoms are bound with strong covalent interaction(Se-
Bi and Bi-Se) but the interaction between two QL which is the interaction between
two Se atoms is weak Van der Waals interaction. So this material can be easily ex-
foliated similar to the mechanical exfoliation technique used for obtaining graphene
from graphite (K. S. Novoselov, A. K. Geim, S. V. Morozov, D. Jiang, Y. Zhang,
S. V. Dubonos, I. V. Grigorieva, A. A. Firsov Science 306 666 (2004)). Exfoliation
exposes the Se hexagonal plane perpendicular to the z-axis as the top surface. In our
experiment we have used the scotch tape to cleave Bi2Se3 inside the UHV chamber.
After cleaving the surface is imaged with STM and it shows Se atoms of the topmost
layer arranged in a regular hexagonal array as shown in Figure 5.5c The molecular
structure of iron- phthalocyanine molecule (FePc) and copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc)
is shown in Figure 5.5 a and b respectively. The only difference between these two
molecules is central metal ion which has different 3d orbital filling. FePc has total
6 electrons in its 3d orbital with half filled dz2 orbital which is perpendicular to the
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FIGURE 5.5: Molecular structure of a) FePc and b) CuPc. c) STM im-
age of Bi2Se3 cleaved surface showing Se atoms and crystallographic

directions.

molecular plane whereas CuPc has total 9 electrons in 3d orbital and dz2 is fully oc-
cupied. Due to this difference in the central metal ions the molecules can participate
in different interactions with the substrate. The STM image of the substrate is shown
in Figure 5.5c where three equivalent crystallographic directions are marked with
white arrow. One of them is denoted with [1120]. In this chapter and the following
chapter (chapter 6) we will use this direction to determine the relative orientation of
the molecule with respect to the substrate.

The work presented in this chapter concerns the effect of doping the Bi2Se3 sur-
face with magnetic molecules FePc and CuPc. Given the diverse reports of magnetic
atom doping on Bi2Se3 [192, 193, 195–199]. We would like to explore the interac-
tion of an organic molecule with TI surface by depositing FePc and CuPc on Bi2Se3.
Our investigation is focused on the 3d orbital dependent adsorption behavior of FePc
and CuPc and bidirectional influence on the electronic properties of both substrate
and molecule due to the molecule-substrate interaction and charge transfer in the
molecule-substrate interface along with the effect of the interactions of ligands with
the Bi2Se3 surface.

5.2.3 Adsorption behavior of iron-phthalocyanine(FePc)

FePc molecules were deposited on a clean Bi2Se3 surface at room temperature(see
experimental section 2.4.4). Figure 5.6 a shows an STM image of FePc molecules
after deposition on the Bi2Se3 surface at 77K. FePc molecules were not seen to form
self-assembly, rather molecules were seen as individual entities or more than one
molecule aggregating together. The typical 4-lobe Pc structure, a characteristic of
the square planar, D4h symmetry of the molecule can be easily identified. Also the
center of the molecule is seen raised as a bright protrusion in the center. We refer to
this configuration as phase A - raised 4-lobe. In a cluster of molecules, a piling of
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FIGURE 5.6: (a) STM image of FePc molecules adsorbed on Bi2Se3
is shown . Only one phase of molecules is seen prior to annealing
where the center of the molecule is visible as a bright blob, referred
to as phase A and marked by a green circle. (b) Upon annealing the
molecules are seen in 2 phases, phase A and phase B, marked by red
circles in (b). Phase B has a hollow center unlike phase A which has

a bright blob in the center. For both images V = 2.2 V, I = 80 pA.

molecules atop the cluster is also observed, the bright spot in the STM image(Figure
5.6 a). Thus the molecular recognition of FePc is straight forward and is similar to
that of FePc on other substrates like Au(111) [212, 213], Pb(111) [214], Ag(110)
[215] Cu(111) [216] and on 2D materials like graphene and hexagonal boron ni-
tride(hBN) [217]. Not forming a self-assembly implies that the molecule-substrate
interaction is more than the intermolecular interaction and molecules over Bi2Se3
have very less diffusion energy. To recognize other possible adsorption configura-
tions and whether FePc can form self-assembly by increasing the kinetic energy of
the molecules over the surface we annealed the sample. Annealing at a certain tem-
perature provides external energy to enhance the kinetic energy of the physisorbed
molecules so that they can diffuse to the other possible adsorption sites. The striking
observation after annealing the sample at 100◦ C, is that apart from the phase A (
Figure 5.6 a) before annealing, molecules adsorb with another conformation. This
conformation is completely different from the phase A. Apart from the raised 4-lobe
structure as defined earlier they can also be seen in the new configuration where the
center appears hollow, we call it phase B - the hollow 4-lobe structure marked with
red circle in Figure 5.6 b. The STM image in Figure 5.6 b clearly reflects that the
phase B has a different symmetry with respect to the conventional 4-fold symmetry
of FePc observed on other metallic substrate. Symmetry reduction in MPcs has been
reported in case of low temperature deposition[216]. In our case we believe that
phase B is the next lowest energy configuration of FePc on Bi2Se3 as it was observed
after annealing the sample. Here the fact that we see phase B after annealing could
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FIGURE 5.7: (a-c) STM image of single FePc molecule of phase A
with surface Se atoms in background showing on top adsorption.(d-f)
Similar background Se atom resolved single molecule image of phase

B showing bridge site adsorption.

be due to the energetic affinity of the different sites of the Se lattice for the Fe atom.
Atomic registry of the adsorbed molecules can be determined by using single atoms
adsorbed on the surface as shown for the sexiphenyl molecules on Ag(111) [218] or
by referring to the atomic resolution of the surface as in case of MPc molecules on
Bi2Te3 which is another TI surface. [207, 208]. In our case, we acquired high resolu-
tion image of a single FePc molecule, both in phase A and in phase B, with Se atoms
in the background as shown in Figure 5.7. To get the registry of the FePc molecule
with respect to the Se lattice dotted lines were drawn along the three equivalent Se
atoms close-packed directions (as shown in Figure 5.5 c . The point of intersection
of these lines is the Se atom. The center of FePc molecule can be clearly seen at
the intersection (Figure 5.7 a) implying that FePc is adsorbed on top of an Se atom.
Three such STM images with phase A are shown in Figure 5.7 a,b and c and it is
clearly observed that this irrespective of molecular orientation, molecules are always
sitting on the top of Se atom. In Figure 5.7 d, e and f are closeup STM images of
FePc molecules in phase B. Again, drawing the same Se close-packed directions,
we see that in this phase B the central Fe atom in FePc molecule is adsorbed on the
bridge site, which is the location between 2 nearest neighbor Se atoms. This adsorp-
tion is also independent of molecular orientation. The topological surface state(TSS)
of Bi2Se3, known to open a gap by Fe atom deposition [192, 195], was then probed
with STS measurements. These measurements were done close to the Fermi surface
to see if the Bi2Se3 surface before doping with FePc molecules showed any change
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FIGURE 5.8: Point spectroscopy (STS) data (a)for doped and un-
doped Bi2Se3 surface . The undoped Bi2Se3 surface shows the Dirac
point at the Fermi energy (Ef), black/circle trace. The position of the
Dirac point remains unchanged after the doping of the Bi2Se3 surface
with FePc molecules. (b) STS point spectroscopy over bare Bi2Se3
surface is shown by the black trace, with states seen at -1.2 eV and
0.9 eV. The blue trace is the STS data for FePc molecule in phase A
(residing on the top site of the Bi2Se3 surface). The red trace is STS
data for FePc molecule in phase B (residing on the bridge site of the
Bi2Se3 surface). The electronic states for phase A at negative bias are
slightly shifted towards Fermi energy. Inset showing the STM images

of two phase A and B

after the doping. An expected change is either a band gap opening as seen in some
results of Fe on Bi2Se3[192, 195] or a charge transfer process as seen in CoPc on
Bi2Se3 [210]. A charge transfer resulting in the shift of the Dirac point was also
seen in the case of MnPc on Bi2Se3 [207]. For the FePc doped Bi2Se3 surface the
STS data showed no change in the position of the Dirac point. The black curve in
Figure 5.8 a shows the dI/dV spectrum taken on the bare Bi2Se3 surface, and the red
curve shows the dI/dV curve taken after FePc molecule deposition over the surface.
The Dirac point remains fixed at the Fermi energy. This indicates that there is no
contribution from the magnetic Fe atom of FePc to perturb the topological surface
state of Bi2Se3. Thus this magnetic phthalocyanine-TI interface keeps the surface
state intact. No gap opening is observed. Also there is no effective charge trans-
fer between the molecule and the substrate unlike the MnPc/Bi2Te3 system where
the charge transfer that manifests as a shift of the Dirac point has been attributed to
the band bending of Bi2Te3caused by the molecule doping.[208] while with other
molecules like CuPc and CoPc no shift is observed [207]. Comparing this with the
ARPES study of CoPc on Bi2Se3 [210] that shows charge transfer, and ARPES study
of 2H-Pc on Bi2Se3 where the topological surface state is protected, we see that the
central metal atom upon adsorption on the TI surface does influence its interaction
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with the exotic surface state of the TI. STS measurements were performed to observe
the electronic state for both site selective phases A and B of FePc on Bi2Se3. STS
spectra were taken at the center of the molecule in each case. Figure 5.8 b represents
the STS spectra for phase A (blue curve) , phase B (red curve) and bare Bi2Se3 (black
curve). The Bi2Se3 states are observed at -1.2 eV and at 0.9 V. The Bi2Se3 states are
likely to arise from the bulk Bi2Se3 states based on the calculated bulk band structure
for Bi2Se3 [219]. For single FePc molecules on the Bi2Se3 substrate,we observe that
for FePc phase A and phase B the spectra looks almost similar. For FePc phase A the
peak at -1.1 V and 1.0 V and for FePc phase B peak at -1.0 V and at 1.1 V are close
to the reported values by other groups. The HOMO and LUMO values of FePc are
close to the reported values by other groups [220]. The electronic state at positive
bias for both these phases A and B are almost in the same position. But the electronic
state for phase A in the negative bias are slightly shifted towards the Fermi energy
than the phase B. This could be due to the site dependence of the FePc molecules. A
theoretical insight from DFT calculations would be helpful to understand these shifts
better.

5.2.4 Energetic tuning of Dirac point and symmetry reduction of
CuPc

CuPc, an organic semiconductor, with its ease of availability and amenability to mod-
ifications, is a potential choice for organic spintronic devices. Particularly useful is
its long spin relaxation time[206], optoelectronic application[221] and exchange in-
teraction[222]. Combining these attributes of CuPc with the backscattering-immune
traits of the topological insulator Bi2Se3 is a worthwhile strategy to pursue for up-
coming quantum technologies. The chemical structure of CuPc is shown in Figure
5.5 b. The adsorption behavior of molecules over solid surfaces strongly depends
on the fine tuning between the molecule-substrate interfacial interaction and inter-
molecular interaction. Most of the 2D planar molecules like phthalocyanine lie flat
over the substrate for having the maximum overlap between substrate electronic state
and molecular orbitals[81]. But they can also show tilted adsorption at mono atomic
step edge[223] and upright configuration in the second layer when the molecules in
the second layer are decoupled from the substrate owing to the molecule-substrate
interaction of the first molecular layer formed by the same molecules [224] or thin
insulating layer [225]. Figure 5.9 a shows the STM image of CuPc molecules over
Bi2Se3 at a very dilute concentration where CuPc molecules are evaporated thermally
on to the Bi2Se3 substrate held at room temperature. CuPc molecules are seen to be
dispersed over the whole surface. The inset shows the molecular structure of CuPc
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FIGURE 5.9: (a) STM image showing CuPc molecules at dilute con-
centration scattered on Bi2Se3 surface. (b) A closer look at the ad-
sorbed CuPc molecules, the inset shows the Se atoms of Bi2Se3
surface and the crystallographic directions(white arrows).I= 0.2 nA,
V=-1.6 V (c)-(e) show the site-specific resolution of a single CuPc
molecule, hollow site, top site, bridge site respectively with the reg-
istry of Se atoms in the background, I= 0.2nA, V=-1.6 V (Image size

5 nm X 5 nm)

where Cu atom is located at its center. The 4-lobe configuration is a known character-
istic of the planar MPc molecules. Individual CuPc molecules with 4-lobe structure
can be seen in the zoomed-in STM image in Figure 5.9 b with the inset showing
the Se atoms over the surface. The arrows represent three equivalent close-packed
directions of the surface. The three equivalent orientations of the 4-fold CuPc are ob-
served with respect to the 6-fold (0001) plane of Bi2Se3. In each orientation the two
lobes are along one of the close-packed Se direction[1̄1̄20] and the other two lobes are
oriented along [11̄00] crystallographic direction of the substrate. The STM images of
CuPc molecules with atomically resolved Se lattice in background reveal the differ-
ent adsorption sites of the central Cu atom of CuPc. It sits on the hollow site between
3 Se atoms (Figure 5.9 c), on top of Se atom (Figure 5.9 d), and on the bridge site
between 2 Se atoms (Figure 5.9 e). Such images are a direct real space tool for an un-
ambiguous determination of the adsorption site of the CuPc molecule on the Bi2Se3
surface. Though the molecule sits on a different site the orientational preference of
the molecule remains same where one pair of opposite lobes is always directed along
the close-packed Se atoms [1̄1̄20] direction. This indicates a strong interaction of the
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ligand with the substrate to pin the orientation of the molecule. In contrast to the
earlier study of different MPcs on Bi2Te3 surface the only adsorption site observed is
on top[207, 208]. But FePc on Bi2Te3 is observed to adsorb on both bridge and top
sites[209]. Such an orientational preference provides a symmetry mismatch between
4-fold molecule on a 6-fold substrate and creates a non-identical environment for
the isoindole groups of the molecule and can induce a geometrical distortion in the
molecule. A similar effect has been seen in MnPc over Bi2Te3[208] but despite simi-
lar orientation of CuPc and CoPc on Bi2Te3 no geometrical distortion and symmetry
reduction like MnPc has been reported[207]. In our investigation of CuPc/Bi2Se3 hy-

FIGURE 5.10: (a) STM image of isolated CuPc molecules on Bi2Se3
surface at 1.8 V and 0.2 nA (b) A closer look at the symmetry reduced
single CuPc molecule, the 8-lobe structure V= 1.8 V , I= 0.2 nA. (c)
A ball and stick model of CuPc is superimposed with real space STM
image of bare Bi2Se3 to understand the asymmetric underneath atomic

environment of the molecular ligands.

brid interface the effect of ligand substrate interaction is clearly visible in the STM
image recorded at the positive bias. More interestingly a reduction of 4-fold molec-
ular symmetry to 2- fold is observed. The STM image in Figure 5.10 a is recorded
at 1.8 V and 0.2 nA and it is evident from the image that two lobes along the [1̄1̄20]

direction appear as bright in contrast to the other two lobes which are perpendicu-
lar to the [1̄1̄20] direction and appear dark in contrast. This reduces the symmetry of
CuPc from C4 to C2. This symmetry reduction is more evident in the single molecule
image as shown Figure 5.10 b. Such symmetry reduction of CuPc has been observed
before on metal surfaces Ag(110)[226] and Cu(111)[216, 227]. The origin of this
symmetry reduction is attributed to the underneath non-equivalent atomic environ-
ment which induces an asymmetric molecule-substrate interaction between the lobes
oriented along the close-packed Se direction and in the perpendicular direction. For
a better understanding of this underneath asymmetric atomic environment we have
superimposed a ball and stick model of CuPc over a atomically resolved Se surface
as shown in Figure 5.10 c. It is clearly observed that molecular lobes which are along
the crystallographic [1̄1̄20] are sitting over the the closed pack Se atom whereas lobes
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perpendicular to the [1̄1̄20] are sitting on a different atomic environment. As it is de-
scribed in case of CoPc on Cu(111)[228] two lobes along [11̄0] direction interact
more with the substrate effecting a bending towards the substrate and appear darker
in STM image. We observe a similar effect for the CuPc lobes perpendicular to
[1̄1̄20] direction of Bi2Se3. They interact more with the substrate and bend towards
the substrate and appear dark while the other two lobes along the close-packed di-
rection appear bright. We believe that the central Cu atom does not play a crucial

FIGURE 5.11: a)STS spectra of doped and undoped Bi2Se3 surface.
The Dirac point can be seen at EF in the pristine Bi2Se3 but upon
CuPc doping it is shifted to -336 mV.(b)HOMO and LUMO levels of
CuPc on Bi2Se3 surface and on Au(111) surface. The set point for
CuPc/Au(111) is 1.4 V, 0.2 nA and for CuPc/Bi2Se3 is 1.8 V, 0.4 nA.

The CuPc/Au(111) is shifted vertically for clarity.

role as its dz2 orbital is fully occupied. The weak interaction of central Cu atom has
been observed on several metal substrates, also on Bi2Te3. Despite similar orienta-
tional preference of CuPc on Bi2Te3 at dilute concentration no symmetry reduction
is observed[207]. The symmetry reduction of CuPc over Bi2Se3 strongly depends
on the asymmetric hybridization of the ligand with the substrate. To study the ef-
fect of such hybridization of the CuPc/Bi2Se3 interface in charge distribution and in
electronic properties we investigated the local density of states(LDOS) by STS. Our
STS measurements for Bi2Se3 surface state before(black curve) and after CuPc dop-
ing(red curve) are shown in Figure 5.11 a. A clear downward shift of Dirac point of
336mV to the negative bias is observed after CuPc doping. This shift in Dirac point
is attributed to the charge transfer in the interface. Such a shift is previously observed
in several molecule-TI interfaces[207, 210] and transition metal doping studies over
Bi2Se3 [199, 229]. In case of CoPc on Bi2Se3 this shift in Dirac point is observed to
vary with the molecule coverage on the surface. After 0.66 ML the charge transfer
decreases and Dirac point shift starts to decrease. The charge transfer from CuPc
leaves it positively charged and in turn makes it electrostatically bound to the Bi2Se3
surface with the CuPc/Bi2Se3 interface dipole strength. This prohibits any ordered
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in-plane self-assembly on the surface even for a coverage more than 1ML as will be
discussed later. To assess the effect of hybridization over the molecule we compared
CuPc/Bi2Se3 with the CuPc/Au(111). As it is observed from our previous study of
CuPc on Au(111) no symmetry reduction is observed in the voltage-dependent STM
images. But the HOMO-LUMO gap increment is observed due to the pendant group
substitution in CuPc[230]. The HOMO-LUMO gap measurement for CuPc using the
STS technique for both Au(111) and Bi2Se3 are shown in Figure 5.11 b. A clear in-
crement in the gap is observed. For CuPc molecules adsorbed on Bi2Se3 the HOMO-
LUMO gap was found to be 3.67 eV whereas for CuPc on Au(111) this gap was 3.09
eV. The increment is mostly due to the shift of LUMO going away from the Fermi
energy whereas the HOMO is slightly shifted towards negative voltage. A molecule
upon adsorption on a substrate encounters electronic screening due to the substrate.
This influences the energy levels of the molecule-metal system. For PTCDA [231]
molecules, the change in the HOMO-LUMO gap from the isolated PTCDA value of
5.0 eV, occurs as a function of the substrate - for Au(111) it is seen to be the least at
3.1 eV, for graphite it is 3.49 eV, and when a monolayer of transition metal dichalco-
genide WSe2 is deposited on graphite the HOMO-LUMO gap changes to 3.73 eV.
Thus the effect of screening is pronounced for the metallic Au substrate and it man-
ifests in the reduced HOMO-LUMO gap for PTCDA/Au(111). The HOMO-LUMO
gap of PTCDA on WSe2 has been observed to reduce due to the strong charge screen-
ing when adsorbed on Au(111)[231]. For CuPc/Bi2Se3 the gap is less on Au(111)
due to the metallic nature of the substrate and stronger screening than the bulk in-
sulating Bi2Se3. This highlights the fact that the type of substrate can play a major
role in the energy level alignment at the molecule-substrate interface. From the STM
images of individual CuPc molecules it is clearly observed that the CuPc molecule
at dilute concentration binds reasonably well to the substrate with preferred orienta-
tion via the ligand-substrate hybridization and dipole formation due to the interface
charge transfer which makes them more steady and stable. So it is expected for the
molecule to not form a nice and ordered self-assembly via intermolecular interaction.
The strong molecule-substrate interaction plays a role here, and due to the charge
transfer from CuPc to Bi2Se3 surface the positively charged CuPc molecules repel
each other. To probe the structural evolution of CuPc over Bi2Se3 at higher coverage,
Bi2Se3 substrate was exposed for a long time until molecule coverage reached more
than 1ML. We don’t see any ordered self assembly even after 1ML coverage. Figure
5.12 represents the STM image for CuPc coverage more than 1ML. As seen in Figure
5.12 a, over the flat terrace molecules are sitting on the second layer (bright one) over
the flat lying molecules in first layer but no ordered self-assembly can be seen. The
step edges nucleate an ordered assembly. Figure 5.12 b represents a zoomed in view
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FIGURE 5.12: (a) STM image at higher coverage more than 1ML of
CuPc molecules on Bi2Se3. Disordered molecules at the terrace but
ordered assembly nucleated from the step edge (Scale bar=10 nm). (b)
The black square on the self-assembly in (a) is shown in a magnified
scale. V=1.8 V I=0.2 nA. Inset showing the superimposed standing-
up molecules in the 1D chain. (c-d) Schematic for side and top view
of standing up CuPc 1D chain. (e-f) Schematic relative arrangement
of two parallel CUPc in 1D chain and their overlap. It is clearly seen
that molecules are shifted parallely along the principle axis which is
parallel to the surface and central Cu atom is sitting over pyrrole N

atom of the nearby molecule.

over the black square area marked in Figure 5.12 a. It reveals 1D chain formation
nucleated from the step edge. In this 1D chain CuPc molecules align in standing-up
configuration and stack parallel to each other as shown in the inset of Figure 5.12
b. The bright line corresponds to the Cu atom at the center of the molecule. This
standing up configuration with a face-to-face alignment has been observed in case
of a coverage dependent study of CuPc on Bi(111)[224]. Though there is a strong
molecule-substrate interaction for flat-lying CuPc over Bi2Se3 this transition from
flat-lying to standing-up is due to the lifting of the molecule-substrate interaction for
the molecules in the second layer by the first layer. The report for 1.6 ML thin film
of CuPc where a tilted adsorption geometry with an upright configuration is seen, is
a validation of the intermolecular interaction overpowering the CuPc-Bi(111) inter-
action [225]. In another study involving SnPc molecules, where a thin NaCl layer
was observed to act as a buffer layer to reduce the molecule-substrate interaction, a
similar arrangement was seen upon Au(111) substrate modification. SnPc molecules
when deposited on Au(111) form a thin film parallel to the surface in the Stranski-
Krastanov mode whereas when a partial layer of NaCl is deposited on Au(111) a
decoupling occurs between CuPc and Au(111). SnPc molecules adsorb in a tilted
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configuration on the NaCl layer in the Volmer Weber growth mode forming molec-
ular nanocrystals. [225]. For CuPc/Bi2Se3 the first flat-lying layer acts as a buffer
layer to reduce the molecule-substrate interaction and molecules coming next opt for
a standing up configuration. But we believe that the step edge is playing a major role
to nucleate such 1D chain formation as it is only seen to form at the step edge but not
on the terrace. Monoatomic step edge on Au(111) is observed to act as a template to
assemble molecules along the step edge in a tilted configuration[223]. The step edge
of Bi2Se3 is completely different from the monoatomic step edge of a conventional
metal. It consists of five atomic layers with alternating Se-Bi-Se-Bi-Se stacking and
the height is 9.5 Å [182]. The molecule at the step edge experiences a strong support
to adsorbed vertically as the Bi and Se atoms at the step edge have fewer coordina-
tion number. Apart from the fully occupied dz2 orbital of Cu atom there are pyrrole
and azamethine nitrogen atoms which can interact with the layer stacked Bi atom
in the step to make the molecule stable in standing up configuration .The inset of
Figure 5.12 b shows that the stacking, the line joining the central Cu atoms of each
molecule with respect to the molecular plane, is 67◦. The molecules are stacked in
parallel but their center is slightly shifted. Such stacking is similar to the well de-
fined cystalline α -phase of the CuPc molecules [232]. Figure 5.12 c shows a side
view of the schematic of 1D chain, and Figure 5.12 d shows the top view. The sepa-
ration between the stacking axis (line joining Cu atoms) i.e the bright lines in STM
image in Figure 5.12 b is 15 Å and the separation between two molecules in the 1D
chain is 3.6 Å}. That the molecules in the chain are very close to each other reflects
the strong intermolecular interaction in standing-up configuration. The multilayer α-
phase stacking of CoPc with stacking angle 65.8◦ has been observed to have strong
antiferromagnetism [233]. The mechanism of superexchange in similar stacking of
CoPc on Pb(111) has been studied using spin flip spectroscopy and it is observed
that such materials can function as versatile toolkits for composing molecule-based
magnetic materials[234]. A 1D chain of CuPc with similar stacking is theoretically
proposed to have indirect spin exchange[235]. Such 1D chains can be used to design
new class of magnetic materials using phthalocyanines. Figure 5.12 e and f represent
the stacking of two molecules inside the 1D chain. In the 1D chain the molecules
are not stacking with 100 % overlap. Rather molecules are slightly shifted in either
direction(left or right) along the molecular principal axis parallel to the surface. The
central Cu atom of one molecule is exactly sitting over the pyrrole nitrogen of the
nearby molecule, so the Cu atom from two nearby molecules can not participate in
direct exchange but they can engage for an indirect exchange interaction via pyr-
role nitrogen as shown in Figure 5.12 f. This mechanism is similar to the indirect
exchange in case of CoPc layered stacking. [234]
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5.2.5 Conclusions

To summarize we have investigated the magnetic phthalocyanine molecules, FePc
and CuPc, on Bi2Se3 the topological insulator surface. Our investigation reveals the
emergent structural and electronic properties of the hybrid interface formed between
molecules (FePc and CuPc) and Bi2Se3. Individual molecules of FePc were seen to
adsorb on top site. But after annealing at 100 ◦ a few molecules were seen to dif-
fuse to the bridge site of the Bi2Se3 surface and appeared with a symmetry reduced
phase . Such site-dependent adsorption was determined by concomitant background
surface atomic resolution with the adsorbed single molecule resolution. No large
scale ordering of FePc was observed on Bi2Se3. There is a slight shift of orbitals of
FePc based on the adsorption site. The topological surface state of Bi2Se3 remains
protected after the on surface deposition introduced by the FePc molecules. In case
of CuPc on Bi2Se3 despite a weak interaction of the fully occupied dz2 orbital with
the substrate, CuPc is observed to bind stably with the surface via ligand-substrate
interaction and charge transfer in the interface. CuPc orients along one of the close-
packed directions of the topmost Se layer. The manipulation of Dirac point from the
Fermi energy towards negative energy is observed with CuPc doping but the Dirac
surface state remains protected. The STS measurement for HOMO and LUMO or-
bitals and comparison of HOMO-LUMO gap with CuPc/Au(111) reflects the gap
increment mainly due to the shift of LUMO towards the positive voltage. This gap
increment is attributed to the reduced screening due to the Bi2Se3 surface than the
metallic Au(111). At higher coverage CuPc is seen to form a 1D chain with standing-
up configuration nucleated from the step edge. Such upright stacking opens up chan-
nels for indirect spin exchange. Due to the high spin relaxation of CuPc and the
spin dependent transport properties of Bi2Se3 such a hybrid interface between CuPc
and Bi2Se3 can be harnessed for rich spintronics-related phenomena and for new
molecule-based designer magnetic materials. Thus our proposed organic molecule-
topological insulator hybrid interface awaits application for advances in spintronic
devices.
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Chapter 6

Resonant tunneling and Negative
Differential Resistance in the
F16CoPc-Bi2Se3 interface

6.1 Introduction

In the year 1974, Aviram and Ratner [32], in a seminal paper, proposed the con-
struction of a recitifier using an organic molecule. Taking hemiquinone molecule as
an example they explained that its molecular subunits could act as the elements of
a rectifier. The quino (=O) groups on the left could decrease the π electron density
and raise the electron affinity acting as the acceptor subunit whereas the methoxy
(-OCH3) groups on the right could increase the π electron density and lower the ion-
ization potential acting as donor subunit and the methylene bridge would be the sigma
electron system to separate these two subunits. This concept laid the foundation for
molecular electronics and led to an intense research in this area with demonstration of
conducting molecular wires [236]. An interesting finding in a subsequent molecular
device made of Au-alkanethiolate-Au self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) was large
on-off ratios and negative differential resistance (NDR) in these devices [237]. A
couple of years after this were inundated by several reports of carbon nanotubes act-
ing as transistors, and wiring of molecules into circuits, realized by the advent of the
now ubiquitous and indispensable electron beam lithography [238]. The concept of
NDR, simply understood as a decrease in current with an increase in voltage through
a device, was first observed by Leo Esaki in a tunnel diode [239, 240]. The nonlinear
I-V characteristics of a regular p-n junction diode (fig. 2a) get uniquely modified
in a tunnel diode (fig. 2f), where the thin depletion layer (∼10 nm) between highly
doped p and n regions gives rise to tunneling of electrons and a subsequent NDR
effect. In ordinary diode forward bias, the current started to flow when the bias volt-
age crosses the cut-in voltage as shown in Figure 6.1 a. But the I-V characteristic is
different for a tunnel diode. No cut-in voltage is required for the carrier conduction,
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electron and hole can tunnel through the narrow depletion region to conduct current.
In unbiased condition, due to heavy doping the conduction band of n-region overlap
with the valence band of p-region. With increasing temperature the electrons start to
tunnel from n-region to p-region and similarly holes tunnel to in the opposite direc-
tion. The net current is zero as equal no of electrons and holes flow in the opposite
directions (Figure 6.1 b). At very low bias less than the cut-in voltage of the nar-
row depletion region, a forward current appears due to the tunneling of a conduction
band electrons of n-region to the empty state of valence band of p-region through the
depletion barrier (Figure 6.1 c). A slight increment in the bias increase the overlap
between the conduction and valence band and more no of electrons start to tunnel
and current increases. The current reaches the maximum value when the overlap be-
tween the conduction band and valence band become maximum with the increasing
bias. Figure 6.1 d represent the schematic for maximum current. Upon further in-
crease in the bias there is a decrease in the overlap and the tunneling current starts to
decrease as shown in Figure6.1 e. If the applied bias is largely increased, the overlap
becomes zero and the current attains a minimum value and the diode then starts to
behave as a normal p-n junction diode as shown in Figure 6.1 f. The most interesting
feature in the I-V of a tunnel diode is that after the maximum value is reached the
current starts to decrease with increasing bias, this phenomenon known as negative
differential resistance(NDR) as shown in Figure 6.1 f.

Similar NDR phenomenon has also been observed precisely at atomic scale in
STM tunneling junctions in several systems like doped silicon surface [241, 242]
and polycrystalline diamond films[243]. Such localized NDR is also observed when
selected molecules are placed over the metal/semiconductor substrate in the STM
tunneling junction[244–247] or in the molecular self-assembly involving chemical
changes in the molecules due to the reaction process[237, 248]. A spin dependent
NDR using spin-polarized STM in antiferromagnetically coupled few Fe atom spin
chain[249] and vibrationally mediated NDR [250] have also been reported. A de-
tailed understanding of the NDR mechanism can help tune NDR [251, 252]. NDR
in STM tunnel junctions has been characterized by the resonant tunneling between
two sharp localized energy levels either in occupied or unoccupied states. The reso-
nant tunneling happens between the localized state in STM tip and the surface[241–
244]. In such cases NDR appears at any applied bias voltages as the tip apex keep
changing with scanning and can disappear if the tip is replaced with a different ma-
terial[253]. However if resonant tunneling happens between the specific energy level
of the adsorbed molecule and the substrate then the effect is independent of the tip
and appears at a specific bias magnitude. In case of semiconducting substrate NDR
can also appear at a particular bias polarity [245, 251, 252]. For molecular STM
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FIGURE 6.1: (a) Forward bias I-V characteristics of a regular p-n
junction diode, the current starts to increase after the cut-in voltage.
(b-f)Represent the stepwise I-V characteristics of a tunnel diode. (b)
At zero bias there is no net tunneling current. (c) When a very small
bias is applied electrons from the conduction band of n-region tunnel
into the empty states of p-region giving rise to a small current.(d)With
increasing bias, the overlap between conduction band and valence
band increases and the current also increases. When the conduction
band and valence band exactly matches with each other the current at-
tains the maximum value.(e) With further increase in the bias voltage
the overlap starts to decrease and the tunneling current also starts to
decrease. (f) When the applied bias becomes very large the conduction
band and valence band no longer overlap, hence there is no tunneling
current. The diode then follows the characteristics of a regular diode.

junction the resonant tunneling is also observed to occur between a specific molecu-
lar orbital and the intrinsic surface state of the substrate[254].
In this chapter we report the adsorption behavior of F16CoPc over Bi2Se3 surface.
This turns out to be a very interesting system for STM and STS studies. In our STS
measurement NDR occurs consistently at a particular bias when the STS spectra are
taken at the center of the molecule over Co atom. In the self-assembly F16CoPc is
observed to form a complete monolayer over Bi2Se3 with two different rotational
domains and these domains alternate in all directions. Similar to FePc on Bi2Se3
discussed in chapter 5, we haven’t observed any shift in the Dirac point which means
that there is no effective charge transfer from the molecule to the substrate and vice-
versa. Previous reports of NDR involving 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy and
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CoPc molecule demonstrate that the bulk band gap[247] or the gap between the sur-
face states [254] is necessary to observe NDR. When a specific molecular orbital
involved in resonant tunneling immediately after the resonance falls into the gap
it gives rise to NDR. We decided to investigate the same F16CoPc molecule over
Ag(111) metal surface with same set of STM tips to further rule out the tip effect. In-
terestingly we haven’t observed any NDR effect for F16CoPc over Ag(111) surface.
We observed a difference in the self-assembly formation though. F16CoPc molecules
were observed to form dimer chains along specific crystallographic directions.

6.2 Rotational domain of F16CoPc on Bi2Se3

The chemical structure of fluorinated cobalt-phthalocyanine(F16CoPc) is shown in
Figure 6.2. Where the central metal atom is cobalt(Co) and all hydrogen atoms in
MPc are substituted with fluorine(F) atoms. Central Co atom has total 7 electrons in
the 3d orbital with fully occupied dxy,dxzdxy, half filled dz2 orbital and unoccupied
dx2−y2 orbital. F16CoPc is slightly different from the FePc and CuPc(as discussed in

FIGURE 6.2: Chemical structure of F16CoPc where the central metal
is Co and outer 16 H atoms were replaced with F atoms

chapter 5) with respect to the 3d orbital filling and the outer F atoms. Due to these
two very crucial changes in the chemical structure of the molecule it is expected to
observe different molecule-substrate interaction dominated by the central core and
the intermolecular interaction provided by F atoms. This effect can reflect in its
molecular adsorption and in the electronic properties at the interface. After deposit-
ing the F16CoPc molecules on Bi2Se3 substrate held at room temperature (see details
in the experimental section 2.4.4)the molecules were observed to form nice mono-
layer assembly as shown in Figure 6.3 a. Where empty space of Bi2Se3 is marked
with a white arrow. The molecules were seen to adsorb in a flat-lying configuration
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FIGURE 6.3: (a) A large area STM image of F16CoPc molecules
adsorbed on Bi2Se3 where monolayer coverage of F16CoPc with
nanometer-sized domains can be seen. The empty space of Bi2Se3
is indicated by white arrow. Few scattered molecules were also ob-
served in the second layer marked with green circle. (b) Zoomed-in
STM image where black and green arrows represent the orientation of
the molecules in a domain. These specific rotational domains show
up in an alternating order in all the four in plane directions. (c) Fur-
ther zoomed-in image shows individual F16CoPc molecules with two
orientational preferences ± 30◦ with respect to the [1120] direction.

Imaging parameters are V = 1.6 V, I = 100 pA.

parallel to the surface. There are the molecules on the second layer marked by a
green circle which adsorb parallel to the molecule in the first layer(discussed later
in detail). The nano-domains were clearly seen in the assembly. Further resolved
domains are shown in Figure 6.3 b. It is clearly seen that molecules form very small
rectangular shape nanometer-size domains. There are mainly two different domains
and they are distinguished by the orientation of the molecule in each domain with re-
spect to the substrate crystallographic direction [1120]. The black and green arrows
represent the orientation of the molecule in each domain. Interestingly these domains
are arranged in an alternating order in all four directions in the 2D plane over surface
as illustrated by the alternating arrangement of black and green arrows in Figure 6.3
b. We haven’t seen any domain with mixed orientation of the molecules with respect
to the substrate. The domain boundaries are formed due to the different orientation of
the molecules. A careful look at the individual molecule resolved in the STM image
shown in Figure 6.3 c for the specific orientation of molecules over the Bi2Se3 sur-
face reflects that the two orientations of the molecules are either +30 ◦ or -30 ◦ with
respect to the [1120] crystallographic direction. The relative rotation of the 4-fold
symmetric molecule on a 6-fold surface leave the molecule in the same configuration
with respect to the substrate. So these two orientational configurations of ± 30◦ are
equivalent to each other and are energetically degenerate to each other with respect
to their adsorption energy. Either of these two configurations are equally proba-
ble. Any such rotational domain was not observed when F16CoPc was deposited
on Ag(110)[255] and graphene[256]. In case of F16CoPc on Ag(110) two different
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well-defined crystalline structures were observed which strongly depend on the inter-
row spacing. The main driving force for such monolayer formation seems to be the
adsorbate-substrate interaction [255]. On graphene F16CoPc was observed to form a
monolayer assembly with an oblique lattice.[256] In our previous study on FePc and
CuPc on same substrate Bi2Se3(see chapter 5), no self-assembly or ordering was ob-
served. But F16CoPc formed an ordered self-assembly like other phthalocyanines on
various metal substrates [255, 256] . This might be due to the modified tuning of the
interaction strength between molecule-substrate and intermolecular interaction. Dif-
ferent 3d orbital filling can lead to the self-assembly formation as discussed in case of
different phthalocyanines on Bi2Te3 where CoPc and CuPc were seen to form a self-
assembly but MnPc was not seen to order on the same surface [207]. The addition of
F atoms by substituting the H atoms can also enhance the intermolecular interaction
which can also a key factor for forming self-assembly [230] . To study the coverage

FIGURE 6.4: (a)STM images for F16CoPc molecules on the sec-
ond layer which can clearly be identified with the four lobe cross-
like structure as seen in the first layer.(b) Zoomed-in STM image for
the F16CoPc on the second layer. The relative orientation between
molecule in first and second layer remains constant at 45 ◦ Imaging
conditions are V = 1.8 V, I = 200 pA. (c) STS spectra for Dirac point
before and after doping the substrate with molecules. It is clearly ob-

served that there is not shift in the Dirac point after doping.

dependent behavior we deposited more molecules over the substrate and molecules
on the second layer were seen to self-assemble nicely as shown in the STM image
in Figure 6.4 a and b. In most cases the molecules on the second layer were seen to
adsorb exactly on top of a molecule in the first layer in flat-lying configuration which
means that the molecular planes are parallel to each other. The relative orientation is
45 ◦ as shown in Figure 6.4 b where the orientation of the molecule in 1st layer(black
arrow) and 2nd layer (red arrow) are marked. DFT calculations for F16CuPc suggest
that such a configuration in the second layer is the most favorable [257]. The STS
measurement for Dirac point before and after doping is shown in Figure 6.4 c. We
haven’t observed any shift in the Dirac point for both the spectra before(black curve)
and after (red curve) doping. This implies that there is no significant charge transfer
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between the molecule and the substrate. A shift in the Dirac point due to the inter-
facial charge transfer was observed in case of CuPc doping over Bi2Se3(as discussed
in chapter 5)[258] and many other systems [208, 210]

6.3 Negative differential resistance of F16CoPc on Bi2Se3

The current-voltage(I-V) curves were measured by placing the STM tip at the cen-
ter of the molecule over the Co atom at 77 K. The representative spectra are shown
in Figure 6.5 a. At positive bias the current starts to increase with the applied bias
after 1.4 V and two different slopes are seen in the spectra. The interesting feature
is observed at negative bias where the current starts to increase after -1.5 V. A clear
NDR was observed at -1.9 V. After -1.7 V current increases rapidly and reaches the
maximum value at -1.9 V and then starts decreasing with the applied bias. This de-
creasing the current with increasing bias is known as NDR. The corresponding dI/dV
spectra measured using lock in technique is shown in Figure 6.5 b. A clear NDR was
observed at -1.9 V. After the NDR the DOS increases gradually. On the other hand, at
the positive bias a sharp peak was observed at 1.8 V which corresponds to the LUMO
of F16CoPc. Similar measurements were conducted on different isolated molecules
and also on molecules within the self-assembly. It is observed that NDR only occurs
at negative bias. Such NDR phenomenon were seen to appear due to the presence

FIGURE 6.5: (a) I-V measurement at the center of F16CoPc molecule
showing NDR at -1.9 V (b) corresponding dI/dV spectra measured
using lock-in technique clearly showing NDR at -1.9 V. NDR only
observed at negative bias. Imaging condition V = 1.8 V, I = 400 pA.

of sharp features in the density of states of the STM tip or when the STM tip was
functionalized with a molecule.[241–244] In such cases the observed NDR in I-V
and dI/dV strongly depend on the tip condition and may disappear after changing
the STM tip. But this is not the case in our measurements. To confirm that this is
not an effect from the STM tip we have performed the same experiment with several
different tips and the NDR effect was repeatedly observed at -1.9 V. Therefore we
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believe that NDR, which is not a tip effect, underscores the dominant role played by
the molecule-substrate interface.
In every system reported earlier, the main mechanism behind such behavior is the
resonant tunneling between two specific orbitals either in between the narrow band
of tip and substrate or in between the molecule orbital and narrow band of the sub-
strate. When such resonant tunneling happens at a specific bias the tunneling current
starts to increase rapidly and attains a maximum value and on further varying the
bias the orbital falls off resonance and current starts to decrease as expected. This
mechanism was nicely explained in an experimental report by Nathan et al. [247] and
theoretically analysed by Datta et al.[259]. Where styrene and 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-
1-piperidinyl-oxy(TEMPO) were investigated on Si surface and NDR was observed
in both bias polarity, positive and negative, by changing n-type or p-type doping in
the bulk Si respectively. In this case the resonant tunneling was predicted to occur in
between the molecular LUMO and narrow conduction band edge in case of n-type
doped Si and NDR occurred at negative bias. For p-type doped substrate NDR was
observed at positive bias with the corresponding resonant tunneling between HOMO
and narrow valence band edge.

Another study with a different system, CoPc molecule on R3-Ag/Si substrate
[254], where NDR was observed, suggests that the Co dz2 orbital and the well de-
fined intrinsic surface state are involved in the resonant tunneling. There is a finite
gap between the intrinsic surface states. So at a critical bias Co dz2 participates in
resonant tunneling and tunneling current reaches the maximum value. Just after the
resonant tunneling a slight increase in the bias shifts the dz2 in the gap and tunneling
current starts to decrease.

Both these results discussed above prove that resonant tunneling can happen be-
tween a specific molecular orbital and the narrow band of the substrate either from
the bulk or surface. But the gap is necessary which might be the bulk band gap or a
gap in between the surface state. In our observation we speculate which one of the
above mentioned mechanisms [247, 254] is causing resonant tunneling. As the sub-
strate Bi2Se3 in our system has both the bulk gap between conduction and valence
band along with well defined spin-polarized surface state which has Dirac cone-like
dispersion in the bulk gap (as shown in chapter 5). Then there are two possible ways
of having the resonant tunneling- (1) the HOMO of F16CoPc is aligning with the
valence band edge for resonance tunneling leading to a current maximum at -1.9 V
and with further increase in bias the HOMO falls in the bulk gap between valence
and conduction band and current starts to decrease(as discussed in ref [247]) and
(2) the specific orbital of the molecule matches with the surface state for resonant
tunneling(as discussed in ref[254]).
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A detailed theoretical calculation is thus imperative to complete this exciting pic-
ture of NDR in our case.

6.4 Double row stacking of F16CoPc on Ag(111)

To confirm the necessity of bulk gap or surface state we have investigated the same
F16CoPc molecule over Ag(111) metal substrate which has the same 6-fold sur-
face symmetry as Bi2Se3 For the monolayer growth of F16CoPc on Ag(111) the

FIGURE 6.6: (a) High resolution STM image of well ordered rows
of F16CoPc along the [110] crystallographic direction of Ag(111) sur-
face. (b) Corresponding zoomed-in STM image showing two differ-
ent orientations of the molecule α and β which are denoted by red and
green arrows respectively. Two different unit cells consist of orienta-
tions marked as α and β orientation are labeled as A and B respec-
tively. The angle between the unit cell axes is 90◦. Another unit cell
consists of β orientation is marked as B′ where the angle between unit

cell axes is 75◦. Image parameters are V = 1.5 V, I = 200 pA.

molecules were deposited over Ag(111) held at room temperature. In general metal
phthalocyanine molecules in the 1st layer were seen to adsorb in flat-lying config-
uration [212, 220, 230]. Tilted configurations were observed in case of molecules
at the monoatomic step edge, upright configuration being another possibility at the
step edge [223] or in case of inert substrate [225]. In our experiment F16CoPc
molecules in the first layer were adsorbed in flat-lying configuration on the flat ter-
race of Ag(111) as shown in Figure 6.6 a. This is presumably the most favorable
scenario as in such adsorption the molecluar π electrons ensure maximum overlap
with the substrate electron density to have maximum molecule-substrate interaction.
Figure 6.6 a shows that the molecules in flat-lying configuration assemble them-
selves along the [110] crystallographic direction of the substrate to form molecular
rows with defect-free long range order, where as the same molecules were seen to
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form nano-domains on Bi2Se3 surface with very short range order. Such molec-
ular row formation was observed previously in the self-assembly of F16CuPc on
Ag(111)[260] and Cu(111)[261], CoPc on semimetallic substrate Bi(111)[262] and
F16CoPc on Ag(110)[263]. A closer look of small area STM image in Figure 6.6 b
reveals that all molecules inside the row have a specific orientation with respect to
the substrate. The two different orientations are denoted as α and β and are marked
by red and green arrow respectively. The α and β molecules are making +30◦ or
-30◦ with respect to the [110] direction which are along the [121] and [211] direc-
tions respectively as shown in Figure 6.6 b. Another important observation is that
these molecules are not forming single molecular rows with a particular orientation(
α or β) rather they are forming double molecular rows (dimer rows) implying that
molecules in two neighboring rows have the same orientation either α or β.
With respect to the unit cell formation in the monolayer assembly there are three dif-
ferent types of unit cell formation. Two square lattice unit cells A and B consist of
molecules with α and β orientation respectively. In both A and B unit cell the angle
between the unit cell axes−→a and

−→
b is 90◦ These two unit cells are mirror symmetric

to each other as seen in case of CuPc on Au(111)[230]. Another oblique unit cell with
molecules of β orientation as marked by B′ (with black arrow) is observed which has
the angle between the unit cell axis(

−→
a′ and

−→
b′ ) of 75◦. Based on these results we

infer that the F16CoPc molecules exercise certain freedom in an orientational pref-
erence but they are very robust with respect to the long range order along the [110]
direction. The different in-plane relative arrangement of the molecules is attributed
to the effect of F substitution. Because of the high electronic affinity of fluorine the
atoms in the neighboring molecules are affected by an electrostatic repulsion. The
relative arrangement of the neighboring molecules with respect to each other to form
different unit cells is presumably to minimize the electrostatic repulsion.

6.5 Absence of negative differential resistance of F16CoPc
on Ag(111)

The local electronic properties at the interface of F16CoPc on Ag(111) are explored
using STS measurement. The dI/dV spectra is shown in Figure 6.7 a. The spec-
tra is highly reproducible and independent of the orientation of the molecule. This
measurement was also done using several STM tips to rule out the contribution of the
STM tip in the spectra. The spectra clearly show two shoulders in both the bias polar-
ity. Two different peaks at negative bias and positive bias were identified as HOMO
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FIGURE 6.7: (a) dI/dV spectra of F16CoPc over Ag(111) show-
ing two peaks at -2.1 V and 2.5 V as LUMO and HOMO respec-
tively. No NDR was observed at any bias voltage.V = 2.5 V, I = 400
pA. (b) dI/dV spectra of F16CoPc/Ag(111) is plotted together with
F16CoPc/Bi2Se3. F16CoPc/Bi2Se3 is showing NDR at -1.9 V whereas
no NDR effect was observed for F16CoPc on Ag(111). Spectra are

vertically shifted for clarity

and LUMO respectively. LUMO is at -2.1 V and the HOMO at 2.5 V. The HOMO-
LUMO gap(4.6 V) in our observation is larger than the previously observed value on
Ag(110)[264]. No NDR was observed at any applied bias. This implies that there is
no resonant tunneling which is expected due to the broad metallic band of Ag(111).
No contribution in the resonant tunneling with specific molecular orbital from the
STM tip. This confirms that NDR is only possible when the F16CoPc molecules are
coupled with the Bi2Se3 surface. Also the observed NDR is not due to the resonant
tunneling between the STM tip as the measurement was performed with the same
tip. To clearly identify the difference between the dI/dV spectra of F16CoPc/Bi2Se3
and F16CoPc/Ag(111) we have plotted both the spectra in the same graph as shown
in Figure 6.7 b. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. It is clearly observed
that F16CoPc/Bi2Se3 shows NDR at -1.9 V whereas for F16CoPc/Ag(111) there is no
NDR is seen and the spectra shows a maxima at -2.1 V which is identified as LUMO.
The NDR effect is unique to the case of F16CoPc adsorbed on Bi2Se3 and it is purely
due to the resonant tunneling between the molecule and the substrate.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter reports a detailed study of self-assembly formation and interfacial elec-
tronic properties of F16CoPc on Bi2Se3 topological insulator surface and Ag(111)
metallic surface. The STM and STS data for both these systems reveal that the
self-assembly formation and the interface electronic properties are different due to
the different molecule-substrate interactions. F16CoPc molecules on the Bi2Se3 sur-
face form nano-domains with a particular orientation with respect to the substrate
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symmetry. There are two different orientations of the molecule with ±30◦ with re-
spect to the [1120] crystallographic direction. Some molecules on the second layer
were adsorbed on top of the molecules in the first layer with a relative orientation
of 45◦. Similarly F16CoPc molecules on metallic Ag(111) substrate were observed
to adsorbed in two different orientations with ±30◦ (α and β) with respect to [110]
direction. But no nano-domains was observed,only molecular rows along the [110]
direction with specific orientation throughout the entire row. Each two neighboring
rows consists of same orientation. Three different unit cells were observed in this
double row, two of them being mirror symmetric to each other. The most striking
observation was revealed by the STS measurement. STS measurement shows that
when the molecule is adsorbed over Bi2Se3 it shows NDR effect whereas no NDR
was observed in case of the same molecule over Ag(111) substrate. The observation
of NDR is very unique and has been reported to occur when two narrow bands align
themselves for resonant tunneling. This is not possible for a broad metallic band.
Identifying such system showing robust NDR at particular bias is very important
to build molecular NDR device which can advance the progress of molecule-based
electronic devices.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

The application of molecules in electronic devices depends crucially on the under-
standing of molecule-substrate, molecule-molecule interactions, adsorption geome-
try, and stability on substrates. The electric and magnetic properties of gas phase
molecules generally get modified or quenched upon in contact with metal electrode
or substrate. The primary mechanisms governing such changes are hybridization of
molecular orbitals with the substrate band or charge transfer at the interface. Adsorp-
tion via weak van der Waals interaction offers a weak perturbation to the molecule-
substrate system. A detailed understanding of these interactions and a refined control
of the structural growth of organic molecules with various chemical functionalities
and physical properties on the substrate is an essential requirement for the develop-
ment of advanced molecular electronic devices. The invention of scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (STM) in 1983 led to a phenomenal advance in probing the step by
step growth of molecular nanostructures from single molecule to one dimensional
(1D) chain and then to monolayer or multilayer. The introduction of the scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) technique along with imaging, allows a direct real
space probe of the above mentioned interactions, highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), and emergent interfa-
cial properties. Studying the HOMO and LUMO of a molecule is very important as
HOMO, LUMO are analogous to the valence and conduction band of semiconductor
and mainly responsible for the electronic transport through the molecule.

In this thesis, we have used STM and STS to investigate the molecule-substrate
interactions, intermolecular interactions, interface properties, and HOMO-LUMO
of individual molecules upon adsorption on the substrates. The molecular systems
that we have investigated were MPc (M=Fe, Co, Cu) molecules with cyano(-CN)
and fluorine(F) substituent on the noble metal surfaces Au(111) and Ag(111), and
topological insulator Bi2Se3 surface. In section 1.2 different types of adsorption of
atom/molecules are described. A qualitative picture of molecular orbital hybridiza-
tion, charge transfer through HOMO or LUMO, and weak van-der Waals interactions
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are also discussed. The second chapter of this thesis presents the theoretical back-
ground of STM and its operating principle. First, we have considered the 1D step
potential as a representative model for STM tip-sample tunnel junction followed by
the 3D Tersoff and Hamann model STS data acquisition using lock-in amplifier is
also described in this chapter.

In chapter 3, we have described the effect of –CN functionalization of CuPc and
compared it with CuPc in the context of the adsorption of CuPc and CuPc(CN)8
molecules at the monoatomic (MA) step edges of the Au(111) surface. CuPc adsorbs
only in one configuration but there are two adsorption configurations for CuPc(CN)8
at the Au(111) step edge forming 1D linear chains. This clearly reflects that the –CN
functional group is altering the interaction of these two molecules with MA. Single
CuPc(CN)8 molecule at the MA step aligns with one of the principal axes parallel to
the step edge and the other one perpendicular to the step edge which is [1 1 0] direc-
tion. But in the 1D chain at the step edge CuPc(CN)8 molecules align themselves in
± 22 ◦ with [110] direction to form CN—HC bond. The alignment of CuPc(CN)8
molecules in such configurations enables a transition from a linear 1D assembly to a
2D planar assembly upon higher coverage of molecules by forming maximum num-
ber of CN—-HC hydrogen bonds to enhance the intermolecular interaction. No such
transition was observed in case of CuPc molecules. STS measurements show that
there is a systematic shift of HOMO to a lower energy as the molecule changes its
configuration. This is a direct correlation between the adsorption morphology and
the local electronic structure of the molecule. The results from DFT calculations for
CuPc(CN)8 adsorption and the shift of HOMO are in accord with the experimental
results.

In chapter 4, we have presented the influence of cyano substitution of CuPc
on its molecular self-assembly on the flat terraces of Au(111). STM images of
CuPc(CN)8 on Au(111) show self-assembly with a tetrameric unit cell that exhibits
adsorption-induced structural chirality leaving the herringbone reconstruction peri-
odicity unchanged. Monolayer coverage of CuPc on Au(111) also showed tetramers
in two mirror-symmetric configurations. But the herringbone reconstruction period-
icity was altered. This is indicative of a stronger molecule-substrate interaction in
the CuPc/Au(111) assembly than in the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) assembly. From the
STS measurements, the HOMO–LUMO gap showed a substantial increment from
3.0 eV for the CuPc/Au(111) system to 4.3 eV for the CuPc(CN)8/Au(111) system.
We attribute these results to the partial cyanation of CuPc. Ab initio DFT calcula-
tions validated these experimental findings of herringbone periodicity modification
and the variation of the HOMO-LUMO gap. Voltage-dependent STM images unveil
the orbital-energy-specific chirality of the CuPc(CN)8 molecules and superimpose
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right-and left-handedness on the existing structural chirality within the assembly.
However, for CuPc no such energy-dependent chiral behavior was witnessed at any
orbital energy.

These two chapters, 3 and 4 together, reflect that the MA step of metal can be
used as a template to construct defect free 1D molecular chains. The pendant group
substitution is an effective way to tune the molecule-substrate and intermolecular
interaction. This can help for engineering directional self-assembled growth over the
surface. The electronic properties of molecules can also be altered by such functional
group substitution.

Chapter 5 focuses on magnetic phthalocyanine molecules FePc and CuPc on the
topological insulator (TI) surface Bi2Se3 emphasizing on their adsorption behavior
and the spectroscopic signatures of the magnetic molecule-TI interface on the in-
trinsic characteristic nature of TI. At very low coverage individual FePc molecules
adsorb on the top site of the Se surface of Bi2Se3. But after annealing at 100 ◦ a
few molecules diffuse to the bridge site of the Bi2Se3 surface and attain a reduced
symmetry phase. Such site-dependent adsorption with single molecule resolution is
determined by concomitant background surface atomic resolution.. No large scale
ordering of FePc is observed on Bi2Se3 even at higher coverage. An adsorption site
dependent shift in HOMO and LUMO peaks is recorded in the STS measurement
of FePc. However there is no shift of the Dirac point due to the doping with FePc
molecules. Thus the topological surface state of Bi2Se3 remains protected. In case of
CuPc on Bi2Se3 despite a weak interaction of the fully occupied dz2 orbital with the
substrate, CuPc is observed to bind stably with the surface via ligand-substrate inter-
action and charge transfer in the interface confirming the chemisorption of CuPc over
the Bi2Se3 surface. CuPc orients along one of the three equivalent Se close-packed
directions of the topmost layer. The Dirac surface state remains protected but due to
the interfacial charge transfer from molecule to the substrate, a shift of Dirac point
from the Fermi energy towards negative energy is observed with CuPc doping. The
STS measurement for HOMO and LUMO orbitals and a comparison of the HOMO-
LUMO gap with CuPc/Au(111) reflects the gap increment mainly due to the shift of
LUMO towards the positive voltage. This gap increment is attributed to the reduced
screening due to the Bi2Se3 surface than the metallic Au(111). The interfacial charge
transfer leaves the molecules charged and thereby the individual molecules become
repulsive in nature. As a result even at a coverage more than 1ML CuPc doesn’t
form any self-assembly on the flat terraces of Bi2Se3 but CuPc forms a 1D chain
with standing-up configuration nucleated from the step edge. Such standing-up of
CuPc stacking opens up channels for indirect spin exchange via the pyrrole nitrogen
of the phthalocyanine unit.
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In chapter 6, we have reported a detailed study of self-assembly formation and
interfacial electronic properties of F16CoPc on Bi2Se3 topological insulator surface
and Ag(111) metallic surface. The STM and STS data for both these systems re-
veal characteristic self-assembly formation and interface electronic properties due to
the modified substrate-molecule interaction and intermolecular interaction due to F
substitution. F16CoPc molecules on the Bi2Se3 surface form nano-domains in a par-
ticular orientation with the substrate symmetry. There are two different orientations
of the molecule are observed with ± 30 ◦ with respect to the [1120] crystallographic
direction. Some molecules on the second layer are adsorbed with a relative orienta-
tion of 45 ◦ with respect to the molecule at the first layer and sitting exactly on top
of a molecule. Similarly, F16CoPc molecules on metallic Ag(111) substrate are seen
in two different orientation in ± 30 ◦ with respect to [1 1 0] direction. Molecules
prefer to form a double molecular row along the [1 1 0] direction with one of the
orientation throughout the entire row. Three different unit cells are observed in this
double row, two of them being mirror symmetric to each other. The most striking
observation was revealed by the STS measurement. STS measurement shows that
when the molecule adsorbed over Bi2Se3, it shows NDR effect at -1.9V due to the
resonant tunneling between molecular orbital and the substrate. While no NDR was
observed in case of the same molecule over Ag(111) substrate. The observation of
NDR is very unique and only possible when two narrow bands align themselves for
resonant tunneling and not possible for the broad metal band. To understand our
results completely calls for DFT calculations to pinpoint the bands responsible for
resonant tunneling. NDR is a potent mechanism, which if harnessed effectively and
in a scalable way, can revolutionize device design and implementation in molecular
electronics.

To summarize, the detailed investigation from single molecule to self-assembly
of MPc with or without functional group substitution on various substrates have em-
powered us to shed light on the structural growth of molecular nanostructures and
the changes in the local electronic properties both in the molecule and the substrate.
The results put forth by this thesis are a significant footstep to understand the adsorp-
tion geometry, electronic structure, and charge redistribution when molecules are
deposited on a substrate. Undoubtedly each portion of the molecule contributes to
the molecule-substrate interaction. The central metal ion, the ligand, the substituent
group, and the underneath surface have to be considered to understand the local elec-
tronic properties of the molecule. Moreover, charge carrier transport through the in-
terface is very crucial to any electronic and optoelectronic device made from a single
molecule, monolayer, or thin organic film. Thus, the hybridization, charge transfer,
and the energy level alignment must be understood in detail at the molecular scale to
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utilize the emerging interface properties for device applications.
It has been more than 30 years [26] that scientists have invested their efforts to de-

velop fabrication and measurement techniques to characterize the charge transport in
a single molecule, self-assembled monolayer (SAM), metal junctions including scan-
ning probe microscopies (STM, C-AFM), mechanically controlled break junctions.
Though we achieved some really effective techniques to probe the electronic prop-
erties even at single molecular level but a broadly accepted and scalable molecule-
substrate combination for electronic device applications is yet to be realized. Our
study on electron withdrawing group substitution suggests that the individual molec-
ular properties and the intermolecular interaction can be improved by substitution.
To take this work further such functional group substitution can be incorporated in
other phthalocyanines or even in other organic molecules to tune their electronic
properties, and then combine with various metal or magnetic substrates. The sub-
stituent groups can enhance the intermolecular interaction while magnetic substrates
can provide extra freedom to interact with central metal ion via spin-spin interaction.
The other way is to combine this substituted phthalocyanine with the unsubstituted
molecule to form a bimolecular selfassembly with a different central metal ion with
a different spin state as described in reference [147] to create a 2D spin array. The
study of MPcs on the more reactive topological insulator surface rather than the no-
ble metal further confirms the role played by the substrate. The most interesting part
of using topological insulator substrate is that the topological surface state which
shows a Dirac cone-like linear dispersion is spin-polarized. So it will be exciting to
study the spin-dependent effects using spin-polarized STM at low temperature(4.2
K). The immediate question that arises after observing NDR is whether it is a spin-
polarized effect or not, as the substrate surface state is spin-polarized. Such spin-
dependent study of organic molecules on topological insulator or magnetic substrate
will be fascinating and can contribute significantly in the interdisciplinary field called
molecular spintronics [30] or Spinterface [49].
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Appendix A

STM tip preparation

In scanning tunneling microscope (STM) electrons tunnel across the potential bar-
rier established between sharp metal tip and conducting or semiconducting surface,
under appropriate bias voltage. Resolution of the STM depends upon the quality
of the tip. STM tips are generally fabricated from metal wires. Tungsten (W) wire
electrochemically etched to fabricate good quality tips.

Electrochemical etching procedure involves anodic dissolution of the metal elec-
trode. For fabricating sharper tips direct current (dc) etching is preferred. “Drop
off” method is used for dc etching, in this method etching occurred at electrolyte
metal wire interface and portion of wire drops off when its weight exceed the tensile
strength of etched region of the wire. Schematic of the etching process is shown in
the figure below. The electrochemical reaction involves anodic dissolution of tung-

FIGURE A.1: a)Left schematic diagram for W tip etching using
NaOH solution film. Middle enlarged view showing the etching
shape. Right actual partially etch W tip is shown to get an idea about

the etching shape.

sten in aqueous base. The apparatus consist of film of 2M NaOH solution on metal
ring acting as cathode and the W wire pierce the film at centre acting as anode. W
wire held with support and portion of wire below the film connected to voltage source
by very thin copper wire. Thickness of wire is 0.25 mm.
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Etching occurs at meniscus formed by the electrolyte film at W wire, when posi-
tive bias is applied to wire. The detailed chemical reactions are as below[265].

Cathode : 6H2O + 6e− → 3H2(g) + 6OH−

Anode : W (s) + 8OH− → WO2−
4 + 4H2O + 6e−

W (s) + 2OH−6H2O− → WO2−
4 + 3H2(g)

W oxidises to form soluble anion WO2−
4 at the anode, water reduces into hydrogen

FIGURE A.2: a) Picture of actual tip etching setup, where NaOH film
was prepared in the ring of Ni wire marked with arrow. b-c) are the
optical microscope image of a good tip with 10X and 50X magnifica-

tion respectively.
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gas and OH- ions at cathode. E0 is sum of standard reduction potential (SRP) and
standard oxidation potential (SOP) for tungsten. Etching starts when potential ex-
ceeds E0 value that is 1.43 V. Voltage applied for etching is 4 V. Circuit breaks as
wire fall down after completion of etching due to weight of wire below film. Tip is
then cleaned with distilled water. Tips formed by this method are sharp and hyper-
boloidal in shape. Parameters that affect the sharpness of tip are length of wire in
film, voltage applied and cleaning procedure. Optical microscope is used to quickly
check the quality of tip. Actual tip eatching setup and optical microscope image of a
good tip is shown in below Figure A.2
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Appendix B

Bi2Se3 crystal growth

The Bi2Se3 single crystal was grown using the modified Bridgman technique[266].
First, stoichiometric mixtures of high purity elements Bi, 99.999 and Se, 99.999 were
weighted and grounded properly to prepare fine mixture in powder form under argon
environment in a golve box. Fine mixture then loaded in a quartz ampoule. The
ampoule then evacuated up to 10−3 torr and sealed by melting the neck of the quartz
tube. The mixture then melted at at 850 ◦ C inside a vertical furnace for 24 hrs. Then
the mixture allowed to cool down to 650◦ C very slowly at the rate of 3◦C per hrs.
The mixture then kept at 650◦C for a day then cooled it down to room temp. Single
crystal Bi2Se3 was collected by breaking the quartz ampoule. A time and temperature
profile is shown in Figure B.1 to represent the whole reaction procedure.

FIGURE B.1: Time and temperature profile for Bi2Se3 single crystal
growth.
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Appendix C

HOMO and LUMO

The STS spectra presented in chapter 3 were measured using lock in amplifier with
moldulation frequency 652Hz and modulation voltage 20mv. The spectra were taken
by positioning the tip at the center of the molecule. Below figure represent the his-
togram for the HOMO and LUMO position for the CuPc(CN)8 molecules for three
different configurations.
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FIGURE C.1: Histogram plot for HOMO and LUMO positions for
three different adsorptions of molecules, inside of a cluster on flat

terrace, C2 on MA step edge, and C1 on MA step edge.
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